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Resumo 

 

Incluído no amplo objetivo de Ensaios Não Destrutivos (END) de peças de grandes dimensões 

produzidas por Fabrico Aditivo usando Fio consumível e Arco Elétrico (WAAM) está a essência desta 

tese: inspeção em tempo real de amostras de alumínio de WAAM usando ensaios de Correntes 

Induzidas (CI). 

As técnicas de Fabrico Aditivo têm sofrido um grande desenvolvimento e alargado o seu campo de 

aplicação. Atualmente até mesmo peças em metal podem ser produzidas usando tecnologias 

inovadores como o WAAM. Este revolucionário processo tira o proveito de equipamentos de soldadura 

comuns e fáceis de manipular para alcançar elevadas taxas de deposição, diminuindo o tempo de 

produção e conseguindo ainda reduzir o desperdício de material e economizar custos de produção. A 

tecnologia WAAM certamente fará parte da 4ª Revolução Industrial. No entanto, de momento não 

existem padrões disponíveis para rotular os requisitos de qualidade das peças produzidas por WAAM. 

Portanto, ainda não está industrial e comercialmente disponível. 

Um passo crucial para a certificação e garantia de qualidade das peças WAAM será o desenvolvimento 

de um sistema de END capaz de identificar amostras defeituosas. É neste campo que as CI podem ter 

um papel importante, permitindo a inspeção de materiais tanto ferromagnéticos como não 

ferromagnéticos, a alta velocidade e sem contato com a superfície da amostra. 

Com o desenvolvimento de sondas personalizadas de CI dedicadas a esta aplicação foi possível 

localizar defeitos: até 5 mm de profundidade; com diâmetros tão pequenos quanto 1 mm; com a sonda 

distanciada até 5 mm da amostra inspecionada. 

 

Palavras chave: Fabrico Aditivo, Fabrico Aditivo usando Fio consumível e Arco Elétrico, Ensaios Não 

Destrutivos, Correntes Induzidas.  
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Abstract 

 

Included in the broad objective of the Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) of large Wire Arc Additive 

Manufacturing (WAAM) parts there is the main goal of this thesis: online detection of defects in 

aluminium WAAM samples using Eddy Current Testing (ECT). 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has been developing and now even metal parts can be produced using 

innovative technologies such as WAAM. This revolutionizing process takes advantage of easy 

manipulated off the shelf welding equipment in order to accomplish high deposition rates and, thereby, 

decrease production time while still be able to reduce material waste and save production costs. WAAM 

will certainly be part of the 4th Industrial Revolution. However, there are still no standards available to 

label the quality requirements of the parts produced by WAAM. Therefore, it is not yet industrially and 

commercially available. 

A crucial step towards the standardization and quality assurance of WAAM parts will be the development 

of a NDT system capable of pick out flawed samples. That’s where ECT have a say, by permitting the 

inspection of both ferromagnetic or non-ferromagnetic materials, with high speeds and without contact 

with the test sample surface. However, commercially ECT is only established at the inspection of surface 

and sub surface defects.  

With the development of customized EC probes dedicated for this application it was possible to locate 

defects: at depths up to 5 mm; with diameters as small as 1mm; with the probe up to 5 mm away from 

the surface of the inspected sample.    

 

Keywords: Additive Manufacturing, Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing, Non-Destructive Testing, Eddy 

Currents.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

In today’s world, there are 3D printers in almost every University and companies’ R&D departments. As 

the Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology developed, even common consumers can have their own 

low-cost polymeric extruder machine at home. 

Like any other manufacturing process, AM has certain advantages and limitations, therefore its 

application is not supposed to replace all the other techniques available but its position in the market 

has been increasing and it is gaining a place in the 4th Industrial Revolution. 

Now, even metal parts can be additively manufactured layer by layer using innovative technologies such 

as Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM). This revolutionizing process takes advantage of easy 

manipulated off the shelf welding equipment in order to accomplish high deposition rates and, thereby, 

produce larger metal parts with faster production times while still be able to reduce material waste and 

save production costs when compared to other metal additive manufacturing (MAM) technologies. 

However, there are still no standards available to label the quality requirements of the parts produced 

by WAAM. Therefore, it is not yet industrially and commercially available. 

A crucial step towards the standardization and quality assurance of WAAM parts will be the development 

of a Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) system capable of pick out flawed samples, which are usually 

caused by porosity or lack of fusion between layers. Within that objective, an online inspection of the 

deposited layers seems to be a viable approach in order to access the quality of every single layer and, 

when not meeting the requirements, an immediate elimination of the localized defects could be arranged 

by a complementary subtractive process followed by further metal deposition in order to fill up the portion 

removed. A control system will be always required to give real-time feedback to all the machines 

involved in the manufacturing process using the information acquired not only from the NDT system but 

also from the monitoring of the process variables, such as welding parameters. 

Eddy Current Testing (ECT) presents benefits compared to other NDT methods, hence that made it an 

option to explore within this project. EC probes permit the inspection of both ferromagnetic or non-

ferromagnetic materials, with high speeds and without contact with the test sample surface. On the other 

hand, a huge development is required to overcome the natural challenges of this method’s application 

conjugated with the difficulties raised-up by the online inspection needs of WAAM samples. Namely the 

detection of internal flaws, lift-off fluctuations caused by the surface roughness of the WAAM parts and 

high temperatures involved in the deposition process. 
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 

Included in the broad objective of the NDT of large WAAM parts there is the main goal of this thesis: 

online detection of defects in aluminium WAAM samples using ECT. To reach that goal the following 

steps must be accomplished: 

• Must be developed a way of surpassing the limitations of the ECT method’s application 

in the inspection of WAAM samples without compromising its beneficial fundamental 

principles; 

 

• Evaluate the capabilities of the ECT method to clearly detect defects located at least 2 

mm inside the inspected samples; 

 

• Execute the first step towards the transitioning between an offline analysis and an online 

inspection performed parallelly to the deposition process. 

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. This one, Chapter 1, provides an overall approach to the 

topics backing up this thesis objectives. 

Chapter 2 presents the state of the art concerning AM technology and in particular its variant MAM, 

which includes a more detailed explanation about one of this work main topics: WAAM. It is explained 

why is important to apply NDT to WAAM parts and that ECT might be a viable option to explore. 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are centralized in the resolution of the problems listed previously as this thesis 

objectives.  

• Chapter 3: All the proceedings carried out to attenuate the limitations of ECT that would be 

enlarged with its application in the inspection of WAAM parts are hereby presented. A first 

experimental validation of the solution found is also exhibited. 

• Chapter 4: The capabilities of the solution found are put to test, presenting the results obtained 

and comparing them with each other. A discussion is fulfilled based on the variation of numerous 

inspection parameters and on the characteristics of two different test materials: AA 6082-T6 

finished bars and WAAM walls, prior to machine finish, fabricated with a welding wire ER 5356 

(properties similar to AA 5083). 

• Chapter 5: The trade-off between the advantages that a non-contact ECT can bring to an online 

inspection and the restrictions that might come from it is presented and discussed, based on 

the results of an experimental analysis. 

Chapter 6 expounds a final overview of all the work done within this thesis and how it went beyond 

everything done before, pointing out the main results relatively to the thesis objectives. A list of 

suggestions for future work are offered. 
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2. State of the Art 

 

2.1 Additive Manufacturing 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is defined jointly by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 

and by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) – ISO/ASTM 52900 – as a “process of 

joining materials to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive 

and formative manufacturing methodologies”[1]. AM is also referred as Additive Layer Manufacturing 

(ALM) but it is popularly known as Three-Dimensional (3D) printing since nowadays low-cost desktop 

3D printers are available for everyone. 

The primordial of AM was Stereolithography (SL), a technology that cures thin layers of photosensitive 

liquid polymer using an Ultraviolet (UV) laser. The patent [2] for this invention was granted in 1986 and 

the first commercially available AM system in the world, the Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA), 

emerged from it [3]. Back then, AM was developed exclusively for Rapid Prototyping (RP) using 

polymeric materials but over time AM expanded to deposit a wider variety of materials and looked 

beyond prototyping, focussing on numerous applications including final part production, as seen in 

Figure 1. The materials used currently range from polymers to metals, ceramics and there are even 

developments in biomaterials and carbon-fibre [3 – 4]. In this work there will be a greater focus in the 

variant of AM using metal – Metal Additive Manufacturing (MAM), subchapter 2.2.  

 

Figure 1 – AM adoption timeline [4] 
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The expiration of one of the technology’s patents in 2009 fuelled AM evolution by contributing for an 

even bigger interest and investment in it. This way, AM has grown from being just a designing support 

to traditional manufacturing methodologies (subtractive and formative) and nowadays its trending 

towards end-use production is clear. AM’s production prowess is inevitably related to its advantages 

compared to conventional methods [5 – 6].  

2.1.1. Advantages 

Some industries that were experiencing constraints related with the methods used prior to the 

implementation of AM systems are already being revolutionized by this technology. Therefore, areas 

like Rapid Prototyping; Production of replacement parts; Manufacturing of customized components; 

Creation of parts with very complex designs; Production of small batches; and Manufacturing of Thin-    

-Shell parts are those heavily benefitting from the main advantages of AM which, for these cases, are: 

1. Faster production speeds 

2. Reduction of costs 

3. Flexibility to create and change intricate geometries (Freeform Fabrication) 

These and other advantages of AM increase the manufacturing efficiency and cause a supply chain 

improvement in numerous ways, as summarized with the AM potentialities listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 – AM impact on manufacturing and supply chain [5] 

  

With the flexibility that AM has, alterations to the products design can be easily made and there are no 

longer constrains related with mould fabrication or tooling. This enables mass customization at a low 

cost since, at the extreme, customers can even choose their own exclusive designed product with an 

insignificant change both in the price of it and on the delivery time. Hence on-demand manufacturing is 

also possible because a product can be promptly manufactured once there is a request for it, for example 

replacement parts, reducing the need to have inventory. 

Designs, 3D model data files, can be transferred digitally and the printers are autonomous which leads 

to a shorter supply chain by reducing the transport logistics. Parts can be produced on the local 

distributors (Decentralized manufacturing) or the unique part design can be even sold directly to the 

consumer who manufactures it for himself – creating a totally new business model. 
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Complete systems or subsystems can be produced using multiple materials and on a single step, as 

opposed to Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining which removes material faster than AM can 

deposit a similar volume of material however it might imply the relocation of the part and/or the use of 

multiple tools resulting on multiple steps and on an overall more time-consuming completion of the part. 

There is also the possibility to combine additive and subtractive methodologies of manufacturing forming 

hybrid machines and contributing even more for a reduction of the production time and of the waste 

created.  

Thin-shell parts can be created depositing only the indispensable material using infill supports and/or 

minimal posterior machination. This is a very important factor, as it will be explained in subchapter 2.3.2, 

especially in Aerospace industry where there are always special requirements related with the weight 

of the product. 

On top of these capabilities, it is also possible to monitor and control in real-time the production from a 

remote location. Altogether, AM will certainly be an important part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution – 

Industry 4.0 [7].  

The advantages and improvements mentioned previously were compiled in the graph shown in Figure 

2. This graph quantifies in percentage the reasons for pursuing 3D printing and it resulted from a survey 

conducted by Gartner at the end of 2014. These are the reasons that lead the Aerospace; Automotive; 

Machine tool production; Healthcare (Orthopaedic and Dental for example); Architectural and 

Construction; and Retail industries to invest in and use AM technologies. 

 

Figure 2 – Reasons for pursuing 3D printing [8] 
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2.1.2. Limitations 

However, AM isn’t trying and won’t replace entirely the traditional production methodologies because 

the process also has restrictions that limit its application [5 – 6, 9, 13]. The main obstacles to an even 

more massive growth of AM are: 

1. Size restrictions 

2. Production time 

3. Machine investment and material cost 

4. Skilled labour force 

5. Surface quality 

6. Regulations and quality standards 

7. Monitor and control 

The maximum size of a producible part will always be constrained by the printer casing extent and the 

latter by the housing space required to accommodate it. As the technology develops this restriction could 

be diminished by using multiple robotic arms, like what is being done in the Large Additive/Subtractive 

Integrated Modular Machine (LASIMM) Project [10] and that will be explained in the subchapter 2.3.3. 

Robots working envelope could potentially have a higher motion range and they could be placed 

strategically in order to simultaneously deposit material to manufacture different portions of the same 

part. This technique would also improve the production rate, but it will never be at a mass production 

level like with injection moulding or die casting. 

Other barriers are the extensive costs of industrial AM machines and the higher price of the raw material 

per kilogram when compared with the same type of material but with other specifications used in 

conventional manufacturing methodologies. Over time as technological developments occur, these 

prices tend to decrease and the production speed to increase. Siemens made in 2013 the forecast 

shown in Figure 3 for metal AM. 

 

Figure 3 – Declining costs for AM with metal [11] 

* assuming AM systems improve its process stability and achieve a fourfold increase in the production rate 
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Declining costs for AM as technological developments occur 

Since AM technologies pursue the total automation of the production, the labour force associated directly 

with the manufacturing of the products will decrease. At the other hand, there is the need for highly 

skilled operators to monitor the process and perform maintenance or even rapidly intervene if any failure 

occurs. Regarding the design phase, as faster and cheaper prototyping enables iterative design and 

testing, less expertise is needed. 

As the technology develops it starts to be available for a wider percentage of the population and usually 

the rules and regulations can’t move at the pace of innovation. A point will be reached where the 

governments might need to intervene to prevent people with malicious intents from manufacturing, at 

their own houses, products, for example guns, that might put in danger the wellbeing of others. 

By depositing material layer by layer, products manufactured using AM can display a “stair stepping 

effect” [9] and the surface quality finish isn’t the ideal for a commercialized product. Although, this fact 

can be alleviated by post-processing the outer surface of the product or by applying paint or polish. To 

add on this, the lack of dimensional accuracy between different machines, even those of the same 

model, is a big limitation for mass production of items. The auto bed levelling feature presented on some 

printers can help reducing the lack of accuracy in some cases but not in all situations. These limitations 

clarify the requirement for quality standards and the need for an online process monitoring and control 

in order to adjust process parameters or even remove and re-deposit any layer of material that is not 

within the specifications. An approach to the Non-destructive techniques that can insure the quality of 

the manufactured parts is made in subchapter 2.4. 

An economical comparison between an AM supply chain and a traditional supply chain for a company 

that is starting a new product line is made in the graph of the Figure 4. In the traditional approach the 

manufacturing of the products is made by injection moulding or die casting. AM is more likely to be the 

best option for smaller demands and as the machine and material costs decrease with the technological 

development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Likelihood of AM adoption as both material and machine costs vary [9] 

Mat * Usage stands for the price of Material per Kg used in the production 
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It is important to mention that the model used to create the graph in Figure 4 doesn’t take in consideration 

variables like: inventory holding costs and the mass customization capability of AM. Also, moulding costs 

should have been included with more detail as a per-unit variable instead of only as an initial investment. 

2.1.3. Process Categories 

To facilitate communication when mentioning AM technologies, a group of standardized categories was 

created by a partnership agreement between ISO and ASTM International [1]. An overview of the AM 

categories created, corresponding definitions and commercial technologies available is presented in 

Table 2. 

Table 2 – Compilation of the standard AM categories, respective definition and commercial technologies available 

[1 – 4, 12 – 17] 

 

So far, in this subchapter, an overall exposition of AM was made. Starting by its definition and history 

(2.1); then presenting its advantages (2.1.1) and limitations (2.1.2) compared to traditional 

manufacturing methodologies; and ending with a compilation of all AM categories, respective definitions 

and commercial technologies (2.1.3). On the next subchapter (2.2) a more detailed approach is made 

to the Metal Additive Manufacturing technologies, where Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (2.3) is 

included, which will be the core of this work. 
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2.2 Metal Additive Manufacturing 

AM using plastics is already substantially developed and 3D printers are widely spread through 

companies, universities and even consumers’ homes while the investment and research in Metal 

Additive Manufacturing (MAM) is more recent. The potential of MAM to revolutionize the manufacturing 

scenario exceeds even the one from its relative because, when using high cost materials, it is even 

more imperative to reduce the material waste.  

The classification of the AM systems can be made in terms of the material feedstock, energy source, 

build volume, etc, but in this document the division is made in a first moment by the standardized process 

categories [1] and only after by the type of material feedstock and/or the energy source as shown in 

Table 2.  

Material extrusion, material jetting and vat photopolymerization are three categories, out of those 

specified in the standard and in Table 2, which aren’t applied to metal yet. Adding to those, there are 

also some commercial technologies presented on Table 2 which aren’t fitted for metal. Therefore, the 

AM technologies used to produce metallic parts [13] are presented in the diagram of Figure 5. 

  

Figure 5 – Metal additive manufacturing technologies [13 – 17, 26] 

Each MAM technology has particular uses taking in account its strengths and challenges. The four MAM 

categories will all be briefly examined however a bigger focus will be given to Powder bed fusion (PBF) 

and Direct energy deposition (DED) due to the higher amount of research and publications about these 

processes. The first category to be approached is Binder jetting (2.2.1), followed by Sheet Lamination 

(2.2.2) and the last ones PBF (2.2.3) and DED (2.2.4). Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM), a DED 

technology, has its own dedicated subchapter (2.3) since its one of the main topics of this work.  
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2.2.1. Binder Jetting 

Binder jetting works by selectively depositing a liquid bonding agent (binder) on metal powder using an 

inkjet print head, hence the name Powder bed and inkjet head 3D printing (PBIH). When the binder 

dries, the fragile binder-powder metal mix is removed from the power-bed system and cured to give 

mechanical strength to the mix. After curing, the part is heat treated to sinter or consolidate the loose 

powder and to burn off binder. This way a uniform composition of a single alloy is achieved [13]. 

Optionally, the sintering process can be interrupted when the part is composed by about 60 % dense 

sintered metal. The partially finished part is then placed in contact with a molten pool of a second 

material with a lower melting temperature allowing this liquid metal to infiltrate into the pre-sintered 

structure. Net-shape 98% dense objects have been fabricated from a rapidly solidified ferrous powder 

using PBIH and molten bronze infiltration [19]. This should overcome the issue related with surface finish 

problem due to using a powder bed as base material and eliminate the need for posterior processing. A 

schematic of the binder deposition process is shown in Figure 6. 

2.2.2. Sheet Lamination 

Sheet lamination uses stacks of precision cut metal sheets or foils as layers that are either adhesively 

joined or metallurgically bonded using brazing, diffusion bonding, laser welding, resistance welding or 

ultrasonic consolidation [13]. The cutting of the metal sheets is usually made with CNC to create the 

desired geometry of the part [20]. A schematic of the Ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM) process 

is represented in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 – Binder jetting process schematic [18] 

 

Figure 7 – Ultrasonic additive manufacturing process schematic [20] 
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2.2.3. Powder Bed Fusion 

Powder bed fusion (PBF) includes all processes where focused energy (laser beam – laser PBF or 

electron beam – electron PBF) is used to selectively sinter (Direct metal laser sintering – DMLS) or melt 

(Selective laser melting – SLM; and Electron beam melting – EBM) a layer of a powder bed into the 

desired shape. With sintering processes, the powder is heated to a point where it fuses together at a 

molecular level while with melting the process can go even further and achieve a fully melt homogenous 

part. Thus, when working with variable melting points, like in an alloy, DMLS is the preferred process to 

choose from laser-PBF. Otherwise, if it’s a pure metal, the best choice is SLM or EBM since it helps 

reduce the porosity problems related with using powder as the base material [13]. 

After one layer is done, another layer of loose powder is rolled or raked across the working area and the 

building platform. The new layer is then sintered or melted and fused with the previous layer before the 

platform is lowered and the cycle repeated to create a solid 3D component. This process is illustrated 

in Figure 8. 

The different energy sources, laser or electron beam, require different controlled working atmospheres. 

For the laser systems an inert atmosphere, usually nitrogen or argon, is required. While the electron 

beam process operates in a vacuum chamber because the electrons need a free path to travel [15]. 

The EBM process is demonstrated in Figure 9. An added bonus of the controlled vacuum is that there 

is no oxygen to cause oxidisation of the part. During melting, helium gas is introduced directly at the 

building area to enhance heat transfer and cooling of the component. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 – Direct metal laser sintering process schematic [21] 

Figure 9 – Electron beam melting process schematic [22] 
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2.2.4. Direct Energy Deposition 

Direct energy deposition (DED) englobes all technologies where focused energy (electron beam, laser 

or arc) generates a molten pool into which feedstock (powder or wire) is deposited on the substrate 

surface [13]. 

Laser engineered net shaping (LENS), the most common denomination but which is also known as laser 

metal deposition (LMD), direct metal deposition (DMD) or laser consolidation, depending on the machine 

manufacturer [15], uses a laser heat source to melt powder locally supplied by a nozzle, as shown in 

Figure 10. Opposed to PBF, since the powder is continuous supplied and totally melted into the part 

there is no need for a post-process separation of the part from the powder bed.  

Other DED processes use a wire feeder to locally deposit the material into a molten pool instead of 

powder. These wire-DED technologies are also named Shaped metal deposition (SMD) [24] and are 

essentially extensions of welding techniques. Electron beam direct melting (EBDM) process is illustrated 

in Figure 11. This process, similarly to EBM, also needs to be enclosed within a vacuum chamber to 

work properly. This fact makes the setup time and costs higher than most processes, decreasing the 

overall process efficiency. 

Laser based technologies are widely used both in welding and additive manufacturing due to its very 

good precision. However, it has very poor energy efficiency. The wire-DED process using laser as 

energy source is called Wire laser additive manufacturing (WLAM) [16].  

The last type of wire-DED is Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM), which uses an electric arc as 

heat source. Compared to EBDM and WLAM, WAAM has a higher overall process efficiency mainly 

because of its higher deposition rates and lower welding equipment costs [26]. These reasons make 

WAAM (2.3) the core of this work.  

 

Figure 10 – Laser engineered net shaping 

process schematic [23] 

Figure 11 – Electron beam direct melting process schematic [25] 
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2.3 Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing 

As mentioned before, Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) is a wire-DED technology in which an 

electric arc forms between a wire electrode, consumable or not, and the metal substrate. Arc-based 

processes are the oldest wire-DED technologies and WAAM has been investigated for MAM proposes 

since the 1990’s [27]. 

This process only requires standard welding equipment (welding power source, torches, wire feeding 

and shielding gas systems), an autonomous motion system (robotic arm [28 – 29] or computer numerical 

controlled gantries like a friction stir welding machine [17]) to implement the movement of the torch and 

a clamping jig to hold the substrate in place, so there is no need for the acquisition of a specific AM 

machine. In Figure 12 is illustrated the WAAM setup using a robotic arm as the motion system and in 

Figure 13 using a former friction stir welding machine. Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), Gas Tungsten 

Arc Welding (GTAW) and Plasma Arc Welding (PAW) are the welding processes currently used in 

WAAM. 

GMAW, also known by its subtypes Metal Inert Gas (MIG) or Metal Active Gas (MAG), is a welding 

process in which an electric arc forms between a consumable wire electrode and the metal substrate. 

A shielding gas is used in both subtypes to protect the welding pool from the atmospheric environment 

and improve the stability of the electric arc. The Online Monitoring (OLM) of welding parameters is out 

of the scope of this work. However, when using MIG/MAG welding for AM purposes, a study about the 

effect of process variables on weld attributes can be found at [30]. MIG is used especially for reactive 

alloys like aluminium and other non-ferrous metals that require an inert atmosphere and the shielding 

gas is either Argon (Ar) or Helium (He). MAG is used primarily for steels and uses mixtures of Argon 

with active gases like carbon dioxide (CO2) and/or oxygen (O2). 

Fronius© Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) is a modified MIG/MAG variant, which relies on controlled dip 

transfer mode mechanism to allegedly deliver beads with good quality, lower thermal heat input and 

nearly without spatter [31]. 

Figure 12 – CMT WAAM setup using a robotic arc as motion 

system [28] 

Figure 13 – MIG WAAM setup using a former friction stir welding machine [17] 
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Since GMAW is the most common industrial welding process, mainly due to its versatility, it is also the 

first choice for WAAM purposes when possible. The consumable wire electrode is fed coaxially with the 

welding torch and perpendicularly to the substrate resulting in an easier tool path which improves the 

material deposition efficiency and leads to a simpler adaptation of the process to robot automation. This 

process is also chosen because it has high deposition rates which are imperative to reduce the lead 

time of large metal parts, which are the type of parts targeted within the conclusion of this work, when 

compared to subtractive methods [17].  

In GTAW, also known as Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG), and PAW an electric arc forms between a non-          

-consumable tungsten electrode and the workpiece and both processes use an inert shielding gas 

envelope (Argon and/or Helium) to protect the weld pool. 

GTAW and PAW rely on external wire feeding – the wire isn’t supplied within the torch like happens with 

GMAW. Hence, to ensure deposition consistency, the wire must be fed from the same direction no 

matter the orientation of the deposited layer, which requires rotation of the torch and consequently 

leading to a much more complicated robot programming when compared to GMAW [17, 33]. 

In Figure 14 is possible to visualize the differences on the torches used for GMAW, GTAW and PAW as 

explained before. 

(a)                                                          (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 14 – Schematic diagram of the: (a) GMAW, (b) GTAW and (c) PAW processes [26] 

The small diameter nozzle squeezes the arc in PAW to a constricted and narrower zone compared to 

GTAW. Thus, the arc energy is a lot more concentrated, achieving higher temperatures but within a 

more confined area.  

2.3.1. Materials 

WAAM, as explained before, uses welding wire as feedstock, so, potentially, any metal available in 

welding wire form could be deposited for AM purposes – if the material in question present advantages 

towards its deposition on a certain part and when all the possible challenges related with that material 

deposition are overcame or diminished to an acceptable level, according to quality standards that still 

need to be implemented. 

An important advantage of using wire is that it is possible to avoid many of the challenges associated 

with powders on PBF processes, such as control of particle size and distribution, which affect the 
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process performance. Welding wire is also a cheap form of feedstock [17]. There are several different 

welding wire diameters available in the market for certain materials, so it is also important to pick the 

right one for the desired application. Wire selection is out of the scope of this work, but more information 

can be found at [34]. 

While for aluminium alloys (the materials tested within this work) and steels is possible to choose GMAW 

and its variant CMT, with titanium the process is affected by arc cathode spots wandering [35], which 

results in increased surface roughness. Hence, for titanium depositions GTAW or PAW are suggested 

[17]. Recently, using a Laser Hybrid CMT system was possible to stop arc wandering [43]. 

Titanium is a reactive metal, which means it has a strong affinity for oxygen. Even at room temperature, 

titanium reacts with oxygen forming a titanium dioxide layer that must be removed prior to welding. This 

reaction becomes much stronger when titanium is heated, thus, a shielding enclosure is required in 

order to maintain a complete inert atmosphere at least until the temperature drops below, approximately, 

400ºC [44]. A total enclosure of the deposition process would limit the size of the produced WAAM part, 

therefore, for PAW a local shielding device was created to insure the needed inert atmosphere [32]. In 

Figure 15 a schematic representation of the PAW experimental local shielding equipment is presented. 

 

Figure 15 – Schematic representation of PAW experimental local shielding equipment [32]  

Besides aluminium alloys [17, 28 – 29, 33, 36 – 38], steels [17, 30, 36, 38] and titanium alloys [17, 32, 

36] (the three most investigated material categories); stainless steels [36, 39], refractories [40], copper 

[17, 28, 36], nickel [17, 39], iron [41], Inconel alloys [36] and other mixed materials [17, 36, 42] have 

also been successfully deposit using WAAM processes. 

2.3.2. Challenges and Benefits 

Although powder and wire-based processes have significant differences, there are some common 

material processing issues that occur in both technologies. Like with any metal processing methods, 

including traditional ones, porosity is a common concern. Other problems like residual stress, 

delamination and substrate adherence are unique to welding and consequently to metal AM too. 

Accuracy of certain parts or within particular part features and surface roughness are a more prominent 
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concern in AM processes compared to other manufacturing methods. Thus, post-processing machining 

is required to finish a part [13]. 

Porosity can be feedstock or process-induced. Now, comparing the porosity between powder and wire-

-based metal processes only, most of it, no matter the type of feedstock, is process-induced. However, 

with optimised process parameters, porosity can be reduced to very low levels in both PBF and DED 

technologies, that is one of the reasons to keep an online monitoring (OLM) and control of the welding 

parameters.  

Aluminium is one of the materials more largely affected by in-process induced porosity while using an 

arc-based deposition technology [17]. However, using CMT is possible to reduce the porosity level on 

WAAM parts, thanks to the distinctive lower heat input, which results in finer equiaxed grains and 

effective oxide cleaning of wire and substrate [28 – 29].  

If CMT is not an available option or simple not enough to lower the porosity to an acceptable level, which 

still needs to be standardized in AM, inter-layer rolling could be implemented to promote the closure of 

voids [29]; high-pressure rolling, using the two different rolling profiles seen in Figure 16, was able to 

accomplish an improvement on the grain refinement through different kind of rolling applications [46]; 

side machine hammer peening can also help refining microstructure – eliminating pores 2 mm within 

the material as seen in Figure 17 [43]; or even side Laser Shock Peening (LSP) which turned coarse 

equiaxed grains into a refined microstructure [45]. 

 

Figure 16 – High-pressure rolled designs applied to the WAAM deposits [46] 

 

Figure 17 – Effect of side machine hammer peening on porosity [43] 

Relatively to the feedstock induced porosity, wire-fed DED processes have minimal defects compared 

to powder because the technology for wire making is transferrable from mature welding consumable 
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supply chains. No matter what, it is always important to inquire and maintain the feedstock quality both 

with powder and wire [13]. When using powder there are also concerns about the control of particle size 

and distribution. Adding to this, gas porosity could be an issue within the powder production itself, 

whereas with wire it is inexistent [47]. 

Residual stresses and consequent distortions tend to be one of the major concerns as the scale of 

manufactured parts start to enlarge. Hence, WAAM, with its high deposition rates, is one of the most 

affected technologies [48]. The thermal gradients during processing, due to the arc’s heat input and later 

caused by the material cooling, generate stresses that, if not unfolded macroscopically, will be hold 

within the material as residual stresses and once the substrate is unclamped, those will then manifest 

as geometrical distortions. Therefore, residual stresses can negatively affect the mechanical properties 

and the accuracy of the manufactured parts. These stresses can be minimized by post-processing 

technologies, mainly thermal post-processing [13]. However, it is essential to limit and control the build- 

-up of residual stresses during the deposition since the subsequent distortions are a major cause of loss 

in tolerances on parts features [26]. Several methods have been investigated to mitigate the 

accumulation of residual stresses during deposition, like high-pressure interpass rolling [17, 46]. 

While setting the operation, it is important to choose the right substrate to deposit on (making sure the 

filler wire is compatible with the material of the substrate to be able to adhere to it) and employ an 

effective clamping on the substrate. Otherwise, as a result of residual stresses, substrates can 

experience a distortion phenomenon called warping, as illustrated in Figure 18, which affects the 

accuracy of the part and may lead to damages like inter-layer lack of fusion or complete delamination. 

Using a substrate of the same material as the build can reduce this effect [13]. Substrate preheating can 

also help reducing the build-up of residual stresses [49]. 

 

Figure 18 – Schematic of build plate warping effect during processing (a – c) and resultant lack of fusion (d) or 

delamination (e) [13] 

Prior to initializing deposition, it is also fundamental to optimize the part orientation in such a way that 

the slicing of the part enables the deposition of shorter layers, which leads to lower residual stress and 

distortion [17]. However, shorter layers result in a higher number of start and stops that may cause 

complications [50] and slower production times.  

Depending on the part orientation and the desired part feature, different deposition sequences (Figure 

19) can be applied in distinct times of the part manufacturing. Each sequence result in different cooling 

rates, which have effect in the microstructure and on the build-up of residual stresses – both affecting 

the mechanical properties of the part [42 – 43]. Throughout the process is imperative to keep monitoring 

and controlling the weld parameters in accordance with the part orientation and deposition sequence. 
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Hence, there is the need for a software capable of automating everything from CAD (Computer Aided 

Design) file to finished part [51], which includes post-process machining as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 – Different deposition sequences used in WAAM [43] 

A more complex deposition strategy consists in using a part rotator to alternate the deposition on each 

side of a substrate aligned with one plane of symmetry of the part – Symmetrical Building. A complete 

part can be built on each side of the building plate when this is not portion of the part, resulting in two 

identical parts and a sacrificial substrate that will be machined in the end – Back to Back Building, 

example shown in Figure 20 (a). In both cases, the deposition of a layer on one of the sides will create 

stresses that will balance those produced by the following layer on the opposite side and enables a 

more effective cooling of each layer. Whenever a plane of symmetry cannot be aligned with the building 

plate and the two strategies mentioned previous cannot be applied, the deposition needs to be made 

on top of only one of the sides, which is the most common case, and the volume of the part must be 

balanced as equally as possible between the left and right flanks of the substrate, example shown in 

Figure 20 (b) [17]. 

 

Figure 20 – Example of parts built by WAAM with different deposition strategies [17] 

(a) Side view of two parts, with the substrate between them, created for BAE Systems as an example of Back to 

Back Building; (b) The volume of this part is divided on each flank of the substrate as equally as possible 
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The major benefit of WAAM, compared to the other MAM technologies, is, as mentioned previously, its 

high deposition rates, which make a huge difference for the manufacturing of large metal parts – cutting 

the lead time in some cases from 6 months, when traditionally fully machined from a solid billet, to just 

a few hours [17]. The only method accomplishing even higher deposition rates, by employing two 

electrically isolated wire electrodes in the material deposition, is called Tandem MIG™ process [52 – 53] 

or High Deposition Rate (HDR) wire and could be classified as a variant from WAAM. However, such 

overhead deposition rates can compromise the fidelity of the part due to a more difficult parameter 

control [54] and decrease the material savings characteristic of WAAM. A metric used to quantify the 

material savings, especially in the aerospace sector where the materials are usually expensive and 

there is the need to reduce the mass of the parts, is denominated Buy-to-Fly (BTF) ratio – relation 

between the mass of the initial workpiece and the one of the finished product. With WAAM was possible 

to achieve a BTF of 12 to enable material savings of almost 500 kg in a part where the previous BTF 

using only subtractive technologies was 37 (670 kg of rough material required to end up with a finished 

product of 18 kg). In the production of other parts BTF’s as low as 1.2 can be accomplished [17]. All this 

is complemented by the comparisons made in Figure 21. 

In Figure 21 (a) a comparison between the deposition rates of PBF, powder-DED, WAAM and HDR 

technologies is made, keeping a relation with the layer height/thickness achieved on each method – 

build rate depends on the square of the layer height. In Figure 21 (b) the black polynomial curve in the 

graph represents how much a 1 m part manufactured by one of the MAM technologies cost in relation 

to how much it would cost if that same part was fully machined from a solid (yellow line representing a 

unitary cost). So, for example, a 1 m part produced by PBF, which might include, after manufacturing it, 

removal of the lose powder particles and only minor machining, would cost almost 100 times more than 

if that same part was fully subtracted from a solid. The big cost in the case of using PBF to manufacture 

this part is related with several factors like: material cost and low deposition rates (which will lead to 

impracticable production times and consequent high energy costs for all the manufacturing hours). While 

the same 1 m part produced by WAAM, even if it needs some post-processing machining, will be 

cheaper than if that part was fully machined because of the increased material savings (lower BTF 

ratios) and higher deposition rates – creating a desired manufacturing spot in terms of costs. 

 

Figure 21 – Comparison between (a) deposition rates and (b) relative part costs in different MAM methods [55] 
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However, not only benefits arrive from high deposition rates since with higher layer heights is not 

possible to achieve as low resolutions/feature sizes as in other MAM technologies. The minimal 

resolution is determined by the exact width to height ratio and depends on several factors like the 

minimum diameter of the heat source and the size of the feedstock [13]. This fact results in a loss of 

accuracy of the manufactured parts (larger errors) since the accuracy is related with the slicing manner 

of the layers, as illustrated in Figure 22. A model of a part sliced with a constant layer thickness should 

have the original display shown in Figure 22 (a). There will be differences between the finished part and 

the original model if a lack of accuracy occurs due to a resolution problem and the slicing with a constant 

layer thickness starts un-matching the original model, as shown in Figure 22 (b).  Therefore, the layer 

thickness should be adjusted automatically in order to maintain the possible resolution of the technology 

used and avoid the un-match, as demonstrated in Figure 22 (c). In Figure 23 (a) is made a relation 

between the layer height/thickness and the minimal resolution/feature size possible to achieve with each 

technology. The layer height in WAAM is 10 times higher than in PBF methods, therefore the minimal 

resolution in WAAM is also 10 times higher and consequently the accuracy is 10 times lower [26]. 

 

Figure 22 – The principle of layer thickness adjustment [50]  

(a) original slicing display of the model, (b) un-matched model with constant layer thickness  

and (c) sliced model with automatically adjusted layer thickness 

With higher deposition rates the surface topology (roughness or waviness) of each deposited layer will 

also tend to be higher, even with a good control of the welding parameters. However, the surface finish 

of the built part will depend even more on the deposition strategy of the layers – not only on how each 

layer is deposited on top of each other, which for higher layer thicknesses could increment the lack of 

accuracy caused by the “stair stepping effect” of the layers (Figure 23 (b) ), but also depending on the 

deposition sequences (single, parallel or oscillation), that will each exhibit different challenges towards 

the uniformization of the surface. In Figure 23 (b), the graph shows the correlation between the layer 

heights, which is also related to the build rates as explained on Figure 21 (a), of the different MAM 

technologies and the surface topology achieved by them. As the surface topology increases, the post- 

-processing machining requirements will also increase in order to have the same quality of surface 

finishing [13, 26]. 
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Figure 23 – Comparison between (a) minimal resolution and (b) surface topology in different MAM methods [55] 

The spider diagram in the Figure 24 and Table 3 are presented to summarize all the comparisons made 

between several MAM technologies (PBF, powder-DED and wire-DED). In Figure 24 are illustrated the 

challenges and benefits between PBF, powder-DED, WAAM and HRD methods. Using WAAM (green 

trace) is possible to manufacture larger metal parts with faster lead times (reaches high build rates with 

a medium resolution), while achieving even better mechanical properties without the need for a 

dedicated AM machine – the building platform is very flexible because it is possible to use off the shelf 

welding equipment mounted on a robotic arc and without the need for an atmosphere enclosure. The 

wire feedstock is also averagely cheaper and the lower BTF ratios result in a higher material utilisation 

and cost savings. These areas where WAAM is superior are indicated with a yellow circle on Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24 – Challenges and benefits of various MAM processes [55] 

In Table 3 the characteristics (surface roughness, layer thickness and deposition rate) of the distinct 

MAM processes (PBF, powder and wire-DED) are quantified. 
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Table 3 – Comparison of MAM processes’ characteristics [13, 16 – 17, 23, 26, 30, 55 – 63] 

 

2.3.3. LASIMM 

After the deposition of the part by WAAM, it still needs to be measured for form and then transferred 

and relocated into a subtractive system to be finished through machining. These different stages are 

currently done on three different machines, which widely increases the production time and cost of the 

part. Therefore, this fact creates a prime motivation and a major requirement for the development of a 

new generation of machines that can combine these and other tasks into a single and flexible platform. 

The Large Additive/Subtractive Integrated Modular Machine (LASIMM) project combines the world’s 

largest metal 3D printer, using all the WAAM capabilities mentioned on subchapter 2.3.2, with a Parallel 

Kinematic Machine (PKM) to employ the subtractive step and, thereby, complete a hybrid manufacturing 

environment which aims to produce quality assured finished parts directly from a CAD drawing. This 

highly ambitious project also pretends to add innovative ancillary processes to enhance the multiple 

goals of high productivity, flexibility, structural integrity and superior performances. Those processes 

include sensing, metrology, cold-working, which was also referred to in subchapter 2.3.2, and Non-

Destructive Testing (NDT), being the latter the core of this work and explored in subchapter 2.4. The 

equipment will be modular, scalable and capable to execute multiple functions in parallel. The end-users 

will be able to design their own configuration of the machine taking in account their needs, for example 

multiple deposition heads or concurrent addition and subtraction processes. The development of the 

software to allow the parallel cooperation between all the processes included in the machine is also a 

goal within the LASIMM project [10, 64]. 
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A consortium of ten partners are collaborating in the European project, LASIMM. A possible 

configuration for the machine is proposed in Figure 25, where it is indicated the contribution of each 

partner. Instituto Superior Técnico is responsible for the NDT, subchapter 2.4, as an extended system 

capability. 

 

Figure 25 – Envisaged LASIMM featuring parallel processing and multi-head deposition [64] 

2.4 Non-Destructive Testing 

The LASIMM project will be a tremendous step taken towards the inclusion of WAAM in the industry, as 

we are quickly approaching the Fourth Industrial Revolution – Industry 4.0 [7].  Not only through the 

main development of the revolutionizing hybrid machine, with both additive and subtractive capabilities, 

but also collaborating with standardization organizations regarding the quality assurance of 

manufactured parts. And it’s within this goal that arrives the need for an extended system capability like 

the Non-Destructive Testing (NDT). 

According to ISO/TC 18173, Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) is the “development and application of 

technical methods to examine materials or components in ways that do not impair their future usefulness 

and serviceability, in order to detect, locate, measure and evaluate flaws, to assess integrity, properties 

and composition, and to measure geometrical characteristics” [65]. In contrast to NDT, other type of 

tests usually damage or destroy the inspected samples. Therefore, destructive tests are done in a limited 

number of dedicated samples that become waste afterwards, while NDT can be used for the online 

inspection of in service components or even during the manufacturing process of the parts, being the 

latter, the ultimate objective of the experimental analysis done for this work. 

There are only a few international standards available in terms of the requirements that an AM 

commercialized part must fulfil [67] and only one regarding the NDT of AM parts which is still under 

development [68], both of them under the technical committee ISO/TC 261. This fact emphasizes the 
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significance and how up-to-date the experimental work that was done within this thesis is and which will 

be presented on the subsequent chapters 3,4 and 5. 

One of the primary reasons behind any existing flaw, loss of integrity or lessen geometrical accuracy in 

a manufactured part is the improper selection and control of the processing parameters. Therefore, 

there is the need to implement a system capable of not only the online monitoring (OLM) of arc 

parameters, such as voltage and current, and other variables, like wire feed speed (WFS) and travel 

speed (TS) [13, 17, 30], but also control those parameters in real-time after receiving feedback. Part of 

the feedback should be given through NDT: monitoring the thermal cycle of the deposition and the melt 

pool; measuring the shape and geometrical characteristics of weld beads; assessing the properties and 

the microstructure of the part; and, finally, detecting any defect within the part that could affect its 

structural integrity or that wouldn’t comply with the quality requirements imposed by standards, which 

are still inexistent [13, 17, 37, 64].  

There are several different NDT methods, each one with their pros and cons, but they won’t be all 

enumerated or expounded in this document since a mapping of non-destructive techniques for 

inspection of WAAM parts has already been done in a separate work within the LASIMM project [37, 

66]. Instead, it will only be mentioned the methods that are already being putted through experiments 

on the project or planned to be.  

A Infrared (IR) Thermography camera should have the capability to monitor the thermal cycle that the 

part goes through during and after deposition [13, 37] and the method was already tested as way to 

locate defects during the manufacturing of WAAM parts [37], however more testing is required to gauge 

the total capacities of the method. It was also already identified the need for a welding monitoring camera 

insensitive to the arc light to be able to check the melt pool [64]. A separate project was established [69] 

for measuring the shape and characteristics, like the width and height, of the weld beads using a range-

-resolved interferometric sensor developed at Cranfield University [70]. To assess the grain refinement 

is suggested [17, 37, 66] to use spatially resolved acoustic spectroscopy [71], a NDT technique which 

is part of the Laser Ultrasonic methods category and that is also being investigated for defect finding. 

For the defects detection two options are being addressed within the LASIMM project [64]: 

• Online layer by layer inspection in parallel with the deposition and prior to machining, and/or; 

• Testing the final part after the post-processing machining. 

The strategy followed and investigated during the realization of this thesis was the first one because, if 

the NDT is performed in combination with the additive phase and each deposited layer is tested before 

the following layer is laid on top of the previous one, the quality of every single layer could be assessed 

and, when not meeting the requirements, an immediate elimination of the localized defects could be 

arranged by the subtractive process followed by further metal deposition in order to fill up the portion 

removed. With this approach, production time and material waste could be reduced while the quality of 

the WAAM is assured. 
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For this thesis, the NDT should focus on detecting internal cracks, porosity (example on Figure 17) and 

lack of fusion between layers (example on Figure 18 (d) ) [43]. As there are no standards related 

specifically with defects on WAAM or even MAM parts, these defects could be characterized by ISO 

6520-1, a standard for imperfections in fusion welding [72], due to the WAAM being an allied process of 

welding. 

Integrating online NDT with the WAAM process could face many limitations such as material properties, 

surface finish, part geometry and size, deposition sequences, defects shape and orientation, minimum 

defect size and maximum defect depth able to detect, high temperatures involved, distance from the 

part, inspection velocity, and others. With all these challenges, it is of extreme importance that the NDT 

equipment is correctly calibrated by specialized technicians prior to the testing, which has even more 

prominence if the afterwards inspection is done in real-time parallelly to the production of the part and 

autonomously. This procedure can minimize errors such as failing to locate a defect or a false positive 

result due to a malfunction of the NDT system or any punctual unplanned situation. The overseeing of 

the NDT by an expert is also highly suggested to keep the process in track, even if this is done 

automatically by a control system in real time and several robots, since all the technologies presented 

in this project are immensely avant-garde and have never been used simultaneously in the industry. 

To overcome the challenges mentioned previously, an initial approach was done using an array of Eddy 

Currents (EC) and Potential Drop (PD) probes [37] but the PD option was dropped because the need 

for permanent contact with the inspected part was resulting in an unwelcome and prejudicial jamming 

due to the surface roughness of the test WAAM samples. Both methods/techniques are included in the 

general category of Electromagnetic Testing (ET).  

For The American Society for Non-Destructive Testing (ASNT) the general categories of NDT are called 

NDT methods (example Electromagnetic Testing (ET), Ultrasonic Testing (UT) or Infrared (IR) Testing) 

and Eddy Current Testing (ECT) or Potential Drop (PD) Testing are different techniques included in the 

wider method of Electromagnetic Testing (ET) [73].  

While according to ISO 12718 [74], there are several ET methods and not techniques, being ECT one 

of the methods. And different variants of ECT are then denominated as techniques, like Pulsed Eddy 

Currents (PEC). Some authors use the first approach while others choose the latter. In this document 

and in the subsequent chapters and subchapters (2.4.1) the ISO terminology will be followed. 

2.4.1. Eddy Current Testing 

Eddy Current Testing (ECT) is one of the NDT methods based on the principle of electromagnetic 

induction discovered by Michael Faraday in 1831. This law states that: when an alternating current (AC) 

energizes a coil, it creates a time-varying magnetic field on the surroundings of the coil, which, in turn, 

induces a varying electromotive force around a conductor and, consequently, an electric current will flow 

through a closed path in this conductor – the fundamental operating principle of transformers and 

inductors (coils) [75 – 77]. 
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Foucault is credited for discovering the Eddy Currents (EC) in 1855, therefore these are also called 

Foucault Currents. In 1879, Hughes gave a huge contribution to the ECT by demonstrating how the 

electric impedance of coil, energized by alternating current, changes when placed in contact with metals 

of different conductivities and/or magnetic permeabilities. However, ECT was only used as NDT in the 

Second World War [75 – 76]. 

In the conventional approach of ECT, this NDT method uses a helical coil around the length of a 

cylindrical former as a probe, which is the case of the coil used in Figure 26. Since this probe in 

particularly has no core (only air) it is referred as an air-core probe. Probes with this kind of shape and 

that have its revolution axis perpendicular to the surface of the test piece are also sometimes mentioned 

as pancake-type probes.  

As explained before, when the coil is energized by an alternating current, a primary magnetic field (HP 

in blue on Figure 26) is created, even if the probe is balanced in air and located far enough away from 

any conductive material as seen in green on Figure 26 (a), situation of infinite lift-off. In the impedance 

plane of the coil this moment would correspond to the point market as “Air” in Figure 27. By approaching 

the probe to a conductive material (Figure 26 (b) ), reducing the lift-off (impedance change due to 

variation of the distance of the probe to the conductive material), the primary magnetic field (HP) will 

induce Eddy Currents (EC in red on Figure 26) on the test sample which, in turn, will generate a 

secondary magnetic field (HS in yellow on Figure 26). In these conditions, both the primary current 

induced in the coil and the primary magnetic field (HP) decrease when compared to situation of infinite 

lift-off. This variation corresponds to an increase in the resistance and a change in the inductance of the 

coil, marked by the lift-off trajectories illustrated in the impedance plane diagram of the Figure 27. The 

EC circulate parallelly to the surface of the test sample and perpendicularly to the HP and HS magnetic 

fields.  

If the material has a defect or discontinuity (Figure 26 (c) ) that, following the previous reasoning, will 

limit the trajectory of the EC, leading to a lessen HS and, consequently, a smaller effect on the opposition 

of the HP. This phenomenon leads to a variation in the impedance of the coil (defect trajectory in Figure 

27) and explains the reason behind the NDT application of the ECT. If the defect is too small to introduce 

significant perturbations in the EC flow, the HS won’t affect the HP, therefore the impedance change on 

the EC probe will be nearly inexistent and the defect won’t be detected. 

 

Figure 26 – Principle of the NDT method using EC [77] 
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Figure 28 – Graphical display of the impedance vector [75] 

Variations in the conductivity and/or magnetic permeability of the materials also lead to impedance 

changes (correspondent trajectories in Figure 27). The differences on the application of ECT in magnetic 

and nonmagnetic materials will be approached later in the paragraphs about the advantages and 

limitations of the method [75 – 78]. 

There are several factors that influence the behaviour of the EC: the type and size of the probes used; 

test parameters such as the excitation current and frequency; lift-off variations; the material properties 

(electrical conductivity and magnetic permeability); sudden changes in the velocity of inspection; the 

type and size of defect inspected. These alterations in the behaviour of the EC will result in impedance 

changes of the probe, namely in the complex impedance plane (illustrated in Figure 28) of the coil or 

coils and it can be felt on the value of magnitude of the impedance Mag(�̅�) or the phase/argument of 

the impedance Arg(�̅�), usually represented by variations of the real Re(�̅�) and imaginary Im(�̅�) 

components of the impedance in the results obtain through ECT. 

 

 

Compared to other NDT methods, ECT has many advantages [66, 75 – 77] since: 

• is able to inspect both ferromagnetic (steel) and non-ferromagnetic (aluminium) materials; 

• doesn’t need to use consumables or couplants; 

• is possible to implement without any direct physical contact between the probe and the 

inspected piece; 

• permits high-speed testing with practically instantaneous results; 

• dedicated probes could be designed for a certain application and to fulfil a set of requirements. 

The points mentioned above are the reasons behind the choice of this method to follow the strategy of 

an online layer by layer inspection of WAAM parts. However, like all the NDT methods, the fundamental 

variables of ECT have some specificities that could limit the method’s application. The main limitations 

of the method [75 – 77, 79] are: 

• Skin Effect: the EC aren’t evenly distributed along the cross section of a conductive material, 

being denser close to the surface and exponentially decreasing their intensity as they flow deeper into 

the material. Therefore, the current density 𝐽𝑧 [A/m2] depends on the depth 𝑧 [m], and it varies according 

Figure 27 – EC impedance plane responses [78] 
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to the Equation (1), where 𝐽0 [A/m2] is the current density at the surface, 𝑓 [Hz] is the excitation frequency 

used, 𝜇 [H/m] is the magnetic permeability of the tested material (𝜇 = 𝜇0 ∙ 𝜇𝑟 , which is the magnetic 

permeability of the vacuum 𝜇0 times the relative permeability 𝜇𝑟 of the material compared to the vacuum), 

and 𝜎 [S/m] the electrical conductivity. 

𝐽𝑧 = 𝐽0 ∙ 𝑒−𝑧√𝜋∙𝑓∙𝜇∙𝜎     (1) 

Due to this effect, ECT is more commonly used for the detection of superficial defects. However, a huge 

part of the experimental work accomplished during this thesis was exactly fulfilled with the goal of 

overcoming this limitation and be able to detect flaws deeper than the usual EC probes. From the 

Equation (1) is possible to reach the standard depth of penetration 𝛿 [m], which, by convention, was 

determined to be the depth where the current density 𝐽𝑧 is reduced to 37 % (𝑒−1 ≈ 0,37) of the 

superficial current density 𝐽0 : 

𝐽𝑧

𝐽0
= 𝑒−1    ↔    −𝑧(𝜋 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝜇 ∙ 𝜎) = −1    (2) 

Thereby, the standard depth of penetration 𝛿 [m] is presented as [74]: 

𝛿(𝑓,𝜇,𝜎) =
1

√𝜋∙𝑓∙𝜇∙𝜎
      (3) 

It is important to mention that this calculation is only true for the simple case where the magnetic field 

penetrates in the material as plane waves (every ray parallel to one another), which hardly happens 

[80], and considering a lift-off null (probe in contact with the inspected material). Hence, this value is 

only taken in consideration as a reference to find the optimal excitation frequency 𝑓 to reach a desired 

depth of inspection, knowing the characteristics of the material (𝜇 and 𝜎), and doesn’t guarantee that a 

defect located at that depth will be clearly detected. An evident defect detection will also depend on: the 

capabilities of the EC probe or probes used; any limitations inherent at the desired application 

(mentioned on the previous subchapter 2.4; and the type and size of the targeted defect. The Figure 29 

illustrates the influence of the variables 𝑓, 𝜇 and 𝜎 in the magnitude and depth of the current density, 

as it could be perceived by the Equations (1) and (3), respectively. The standard depth of penetration is 

inversely proportional to the variables 𝑓, 𝜇 and 𝜎 – for example: lower the frequency, deeper the 

penetration of the EC.  

 

Figure 29 – Depth of penetration of EC and the variables that have impact on the skin effect [79] 
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The thickness of the tested sample must be three times the standard depth of penetration, especially 

when using low frequencies, to prevent the EC from reaching the other side of the inspected part;  

• Electrical Conductivity: the inspected material must be conductive for the EC to be generated 

and circulate within it. This characteristic resistance to the flow of electricity is quantified by the 

magnitude of the electrical conductivity 𝜎 [S/m] or [%IACS] (International Annealed Copper Standard), 

where 𝜎%𝐼𝐴𝐶𝑆 = 1,7241 ∙ 10−6𝜎𝑆/𝑚 , or by its inverse, the electrical resistivity 𝜌 [Ω.m] (1 Ω.m = 1 m/S). 

Conductor materials have resistivities 𝜌 ≪ 1, with metals having 𝜌 ≈ 10−8, and non-conductors 𝜌 ≫ 1, 

such as air which has 𝜌 ≈ 1014 and insulators with 𝜌 ≈ 1016. Higher the electrical conductivity of the 

material, lower the depth of penetration of the EC; 

• Lift-off: a variation in the distance between the probe and the inspected material that results in 

an impedance change. As mentioned previously, an alteration of the gap between the probe and the 

conductive material is illustrated in Figure 26 (a) and (b) and an example of the consequent impedance 

response is shown in Figure 27. These lift-off changes usually occur by detaching the probe away 

parallelly to the surface while keeping the whole probe at the same distance from the test piece (planar 

lift-off), however it could happen that part of the probe is further apart in relation to another part of it by 

moving the probe obliquely in relation to the surface of the material – angular lift-off. Common causes 

of lift-off fluctuations are varying coating thicknesses, surface roughness or the operator’s movements. 

Being the latter easily surpassed using an autonomous motion system of the EC probes. Within the 

main objective of this work (NDT inspection of WAAM samples), the surface roughness, as explained in 

the subchapter 2.3.2, will be the major challenge presented out of the ones that may cause lift-off 

variations. In this case, the lift--off is considered a background noise [74] which is completely 

undesirable, since it could cause an impedance response with the same direction and/or a bigger 

amplitude of the one caused by the detection of a flaw, and thereby concealing the defect response. 

The challenge produced by lift-off variations could be attenuated: creating EC probes less sensitive to 

it; using filters to reduce the noise caused by it; and possibility using normalization techniques [81]; 

• Magnetic permeability: 𝜇 [H/m] is the capability of materials which quantifies the degree of 

magnetic induction 𝐵 [T] or [(H.A)/m2] of them when a magnetic field 𝐻 [A/m] is applied, as shown in 

Equation (4): 

𝐵 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝐻      (4) 

The magnetic permeability 𝜇 [H/m] is given by: 

𝜇 = 𝜇0 ∙ 𝜇𝑟       (5) 

Where 𝜇0 = 4 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 10−7 [H/m] is the magnetic permeability of free space or vacuum and 𝜇𝑟 the relative 

permeability of the material compared to the vacuum. The materials are classified depending on their 

magnetic response as ferromagnetic, like steel, if 𝜇𝑟 ≫ 1 and as non-ferromagnetic, for example 

aluminium, when 𝜇𝑟 ≈ 1. This huge difference in the magnetic permeability of steel and aluminium leads 

to distinct impedance responses of a EC probe when inspecting those materials, as shown previously 

in Figure 27. The 𝜇 of a material is usually not constant and in ferromagnetic materials it varies even 

more, resulting in a non-linear relationship between 𝐻 and 𝐵 which also presents hysteresis. This effect 
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is illustrated in Figure 30, where for two steels (one annealed, in blue, and the other unannealed, in 

green), is presented the magnetization curve (relation between 𝐵 and 𝐻) of the material in question. The 

first part of the curves has a big slope (knee) and at some point it starts to stabilize. The main goal in 

ECT is to detect conductivity variations but, unfortunately, the EC flow is even greatly affected by the 

magnetic permeability variations. Therefore, in ferromagnetic materials this huge variation of 𝜇 will, in 

some cases, conceal the orderly location of a defect. The technique used to overcome this challenge 

with ferromagnetic materials is related with the magnetic saturation of the test piece while doing the 

ECT. As seen in Figure 30, after achieving the magnetic saturation of the material an increase of 𝐻 

causes very little interference in 𝐵, meaning that the magnetic permeability 𝜇 is not varying anymore 

and has been equalized. 

 

Figure 30 – Magnetization curves of two steels [76] 

A high magnetic permeability of the material makes the depth of penetration of the EC lower; 

• Edge effect: this phenomenon occurs when the probe gets too close to the edges of the 

inspected sample. As the probe approximates the borders of the material, the EC flow starts to be 

disturbed by the lack of conductive material and enters in contact with a non-conductive medium, usually 

air. This fact could lead, if misinterpreted, to a false positive result since the impedance response of it 

could be similar to the one caused by the detection of a flaw in the material, but, in this case, having a 

much higher amplitude than it. Essentially, this effect could be handled as an undesired background 

noise. Therefore, it is important that the diameter of the EC coil used in the testing is relatively smaller 

compared to the width of the deposited layer to avoid this problem when using conventional pancake-   

-type probes. The limit to where each probe can approach the edges without suffering from this effect 

also varies with the type of EC probe used and needs to be tested accordingly; 

• Temperature: variations in the temperature affect both the electrical conductivity of materials 

and the impedance responses of the EC probes. High temperatures are involved in WAAM since the 

manufacturing of parts through this process requires melting of metals, such as aluminium, steel and 

titanium, to be able to give an intended form to the parts. However, such temperatures are quickly 

dissipated due to the contact with the surroundings, usually air at ambient temperature. This creates 

quick temperature variations that affect the deposited material layers and could heavily influence the 

online NDT of the parts. In terms of the electrical conductivity of the inspected layer, the fluctuations of 

it should be small and not jeopardize the defect detection as long as the ECT is elaborated parallelly to 

the deposition process and far enough from the electric arc, which should be possible when inspecting 
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large parts, to not be influenced by heat emanated by it and, thereby, not create any interference noise. 

If this happens, the temperature of the inspected layer should already be low enough to have a defined 

microstructure, since a still shifting phase microstructure would heavily affect the EC flow as seen in 

[83], and don’t extreme heat up the EC probes too.  A temperature drift in the EC probes’ coils could be 

caused by these changes in the temperature of the surroundings and/or by the excitation current applied 

to the coils which heats up the copper wire due to the Joule heating of conductors. The heating of the 

coils is undesired because it causes them impedance changes that could conceal the responses 

generated by the location of defects. To counter this unwanted Joule effect, it is usual to change the 

diameter of the coil wire, to use ferrite cores in certain probes and to use probes configured in reflection 

mode [82], which will be more detailed ahead in this subchapter. In the case of having the inspected 

material at a temperature higher than the ambient temperature and to prevent the probe from heating, 

it is possible to perform the inspection without any physical contact from the probe on the inspected 

sample (one of the biggest advantages of ECT compared to other NDT methods) and, therefore, isolate 

the probe within a thermal insulator, as long as the material used isn’t electrical conductor or affects the 

magnetic field created by the probe. Coils isolated by ceramics were implemented into a heat treatment 

furnace and were approved with temperatures up to 500 ºC [83]. An example of one of those probes is 

shown in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 – EC probe isolated by ceramics and heat resistant up to 500º C [83] 

Coils can also be cooled down with water systems [84], as it done in case of ECT of hot wires [85], and 

there are also unique designed air-cooled probes with built-in thermocouples for sensing high 

temperature targets like molten metal [86]. Ceramics are not the only option in terms of thermal 

insulators and Teflon (PTFE – Polytetrafluoroethylene) could also be an option for temperatures up till 

300º C, being already used in tape to protect and reduce the friction between the probes and the 

inspected material since it is also a non-conductor and doesn’t affect the magnetic field produced by the 

EC probe. 

The limitations pointed above could be noise sources in some situations while performing ECT, but they 

are not totally impeditive of having a clear response to a defect. The parameter which quantifies how 

greater is the signal amplitude from the impedance response to a defect compared to the noise is the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [76]. The electronic equipment that generates, acquires and conditions the 

signal can improve the SNR, hence in Figure 32 a block diagram of an analogue EC equipment capable 

of executing those functions is presented. The equipment includes a clock oscillator capable of 

generating the AC excitation to the EC probe. The sinusoidal wave supplied to the ECT can be adjusted 
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in terms of phase, frequency and amplitude in order to reach the optimum parameters which accomplish 

the best SNR possible for each test. The impedance responses on EC probe while performing the 

inspection are acquired by the same equipment and a demodulator outputs those impedance variations 

in a X and Y axis representing the Re and Im parts of the impedance respectively. The equipment also 

has a control unit with a screen where the impedance changes are visualized, and which permits to 

configure alarms to distinguish between flawed or unflawed samples. Those alarm events can trigger 

analogue or digital outputs.  

 

Figure 32 – Block diagram of an analogue EC equipment system [76] 

Amplifiers are the simplest way to increase the SNR, however it also boosts the noise level and introduce 

their own noise. Therefore, the amplification needs to be controlled and if possible applied after the 

noise sources are filtered enough to don’t be boosted by it anymore. Too high amplification can also 

cause signal saturation and invalidate the results of the test. The filtering is useful if the undesired 

perturbation created by the noise source isn’t in the pass band of the signal from the impedance 

response to a defect, otherwise it could have a harmful effect and conceal the defect detection. Some 

filters can also create an unwelcome delay which shifts the output signal in time with respect to the input 

one, leading to a troublesome loss of some data at the beginning and/or ending of the test. It is also 

possible to change the phase of the signal to look for a better discrimination between the defect and the 

noise sources. 

Most of EC equipment systems can already be connected with a Data Acquisition (DAQ) board through 

an analogue connection and then be converted to digital values to be able to introduce a computer in 

the inspection process. Dedicated computer software will hereafter allow an improved signal 

manipulation, processing and visualization [75], while enabling the implementation of digital filters and 

amplifiers to that same signal. 
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Another potential noise source that must be combatted is the one caused by any undesired movement 

of all the wiring between these components [77]. The wire management of the EC probe itself is 

extremely important, likewise the connection between the probe and the equipment responsible for 

generating the signal. The signal generator should be as close to the EC probe as possible to avoid long 

connections lengths. When it is necessary to inspect long samples, it is suggested to keep the signal 

generator always equidistant from the EC probe to prevent any stretching or constriction of the 

connection wire and, if possible, induct the movement of the test sample through the probe instead of 

the other way around, since it would require the displacement of not only the EC probe but also the 

signal generator, the wiring and the connections between each other. The connection between the signal 

generator and the DAQ isn’t a potential noise source because the signal is already analogue.  

There are different EC probes’ configurations [75 – 77, 82, 87] and each one, depending on the 

application, could help reducing some of the noise sources and, therefore, be more advantageous than 

the others for a particular situation. The same probe can potentially be tested in multiple configurations, 

however that requires modifications in the probe circuitry that, over time, might cause detrition of the 

probe connections and winding. Therefore, in order to test the same probe but with different 

configurations, is best, when possible, to produce multiple replications of that probe and construct the 

circuitry with the needed modifications to fulfil the specifications wanted. The EC probes can be 

classified according to their operation mode as absolute or differential, whereas to the reception mode 

are labelled as double-function (more commonly mentioned as bridge, although in some cases there 

are double-function probes that aren’t connected in bridge) or separate-function, also known as send-  

-receive or driver-pick up but widely known as reflection. Therefore, in total, probes can be configured 

and specified as absolute, absolute bridge (or simply bridge), bridge differential, reflection absolute and 

reflection differential (or hybrid). 

The simplest configuration for an EC probe is the absolute mode. This kind of probes have only one test 

coil near the inspected sample which simultaneously generates and senses changes from the EC flow 

on the test piece. These probes are highly sensitive to temperature variations. Therefore, they usually 

have a reference coil positioned away from the inspected sample which is air-loaded, or even placed in 

contact with a piece of the material being inspected but, at the ambient temperature to try to compensate 

small temperature fluctuations. The reference coils are usually found within the probe housing, the cable 

connector or in a separate adapter. With this configuration, it is analysed the total variation of the coils 

impedance which leads to an absolute output signal on the complex impedance plane when a defect is 

located, like the one exemplified on Figure 33 (a). The absolute change in the impedance of the coil 

makes it more versatile by providing a clearer information about the test material such as electrical 

conductivity [66], grain size [88], hardness [89] and stress measurement. They are also used to make 

lift-off and thickness measurements and are more indicated to detect larger samples than the differential 

probes. This is the cheapest kind of probe and therefore a strong cost-effective option, however its 

sensitivity to variables like electrical conductivity, magnetic permeability, lift-off and temperature 

variations is unwanted when those features are not part of the inspection being performed and, 

therefore, turn into noise sources. 
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In the absolute bridge configuration (or simply bridge), the coils are localized close to the test piece and 

are in an electric “bridge”. The coils have double-function, hence all the coils (two or more) 

simultaneously generate and sense changes from the EC flow on the inspected sample. The EC 

equipment balances the bridge and any change in the total impedance of the coils is displayed as an 

absolute output signal on the complex impedance plane similar to the one presented on Figure 33 (a). 

These are the probes more commercialized and commonly used worldwide since they have the same 

advantageous of the simpler absolute probes, due to having the same kind of output signal, but they 

have improved sensibility compared to them because there are several coils close to the test piece 

instead of only one. Therefore, the sensitivity to undesired variations is also a problem. Almost all the 

EC instruments are capable of operating with this kind of probes’ arrangement. 

For the probes in differential mode the output signal on the complex impedance plane when a flaw is 

detected is distinct from the absolute one, as it can be seen in Figure 33 (b). This characteristic type of 

signal results from the comparison of the impedance variations between two coils whose winding is 

made in opposite directions to one another and which are adjacent to each other while inspecting the 

material. The output signal is only different from zero and visible when one of the coils is detecting the 

defect and the other isn’t. Probes in differential mode are less affected by lift-off and temperature 

variations since both the coils experience those identic fluctuations almost simultaneously and, 

therefore, the impedance change that would be caused is attenuated when the difference between each 

probe is calculated. These probes are more advantageous to use on the detection of flaws smaller than 

them because when they locate long defects the signal is harder to interpret, especially if the defect is 

long enough to be detected by both coils at the same time, leading to a mutual cancelation of the output 

signal through all the defect except the beginning and end of it. It is possible to have both bridge and 

reflection probes on differential mode. 

Reflection probes need to be composed by at least two coils and while one of them is specially designed 

to generate a dedicated EC flow (excitation coil/driver) the other is responsible for sensing the 

perturbations in that flow (sensitive coil/pick up). The excitation coil design should be adequate in order 

to induce EC in the material with the orientation required for them to be perturbed by the defects aimed 

at and the coil impedance can be adjusted to produce the desired magnetic field by varying parameters 

such as coil diameter, copper wire diameter and number of turns that compose the winding. Whereas 

the sensitive coil should be adapted to pick up the maximum of the secondary magnetic field HS possible 

while avoiding the noise sources and thereby be able to keep a good SNR. This independent 

improvement of the excitation and sensitive coils is a huge advantage compared to the other 

configurations, however these probes are usually more arduous to create, hence more expensive. 

Adding to this, not all the EC equipment systems are prepared to handle them. Besides the separately 

optimization of each coil; reflection probes allow a higher amplification of the signal, a use of a wider 

frequency range and aren’t as influenced by temperature drifts. There could be reflection absolute 

probes or reflection differential (hybrid), therefore their display of the output signal will be similar to the 

one on Figure 33 (a) or (b) respectively. In the end, the display signal is what really matters since even 

some technicians are not concerned about how the probe circuitry and the coil winding is made. In fact, 
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for the commercial probes, it is not advised to look into them, as it may damage their functionalities. 

Probes with the reflection differential configuration or just hybrid probes are the most complex ones, 

being composed by the minimum of three coils (one excitation coil and two sensitive coils), and 

consequently they are only designed for a single and special application in mind, which will be the case 

in this work. Hybrid probes gather the advantages of both reflection and differential ones. 

 

Figure 33 – Output signal on the complex impedance plane of (a) absolute and (b) differential EC probes [90] 

On top of the already mentioned applications for ECT (detection of defects, measuring of coating 

thicknesses, hot wire inspection, online monitoring the material microstructure during heat treatment, 

mapping of the material electrical conductivity and comparison with hardness profiles), it is also possible 

to: measure the stress of steel bars in concrete with a giant magnetoresistive (GMR) sensor and an EC 

sensor [91]; detect welding defects [75]; inspect tubular geometries [77]; perform corrosion detection 

and bolt hole inspection [92]. 

2.4.1.1. IOnic Probe 

The IOnic Probe was invented and patented in 2007 by Telmo Santos and Pedro Vilaça [93] with the 

main objective of overcoming or lessen the limitations of the ECT method when using conventional 

pancake-type probes, commercially known as pencil or right angle probes [90]. This is a hybrid probe, 

so it owns the advantages of both the reflection and differential modes, as explained in the previous 

subchapter, and its output signal on the complex impedance plane when a flaw is detected is identical 

to the one on Figure 33 (b). This innovative probe increases the capability to detect flaws with sizes or 

shapes that are usually hard to locate using the conventional ones, since the IOnic probe: induces EC 

on several directions into the material; increases the proximity of the probe with the test piece; removes 

of the noise source from the planar lift-off effect; and reduces the noise created by edge effect [75]. 

While this probe is performing an inspection, the roles for generating the EC in the test piece and sensing 

the changes caused by perturbations on that EC flow are designated for separate coils, hence the probe 

works on reflection mode, which was already explained in the previous subchapter. The IOnic Probe, 

illustrated in Figure 34, is composed by a toroidal excitation coil (1) which is perpendicular to the surface 

of the tested material; a planar spiral sensitive coil (2) subdivided in two semicircles that are 
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perpendicular to the excitation coil and parallel to the inspected surface; a substrate that supports the 

whole probe (3); a support to hold the excitation coil (4); and the terminals of the sensitive coil (5). 

 

Figure 34 – IOnic Probe [75] 

(a) 3D CAD of the IOnic Probe components’ assembly; (b) View from the side closer to the test sample of an 

IOnic probe prototype; (c) Top view of an IOnic probe prototype 

The operation mode of the IOnic Probe, regarding the magnetic fields and electric currents involved can 

be explained by three distinct situations [75] represented in Figure 35. For the first situation: the probe 

is in the air also called as infinite lift-off situation, Figure 35 (a). The toroidal excitation coil (1 in Figure 

34) is energized by an electric current (marked as a) in Figure 35, with a typical sinusoidal wave, 

although it could have other shape, such as triangular or square waves, induces a magnetic field b), 

according to the Biot-Savart law, which in its turn induces a current c) in the planar spiral sensitive coil 

(2 in Figure 34), according to the Faraday’s electromagnetic induction law. The special winding of the 

sensitive coil, with two semicircles wound in opposite directions, causes the magnetic field flux b) to 

have two inverted intensities, as illustrated by the intensity of the magnetic field in Figure 36 (a), and 

therefore it has two opposite contributions to the global current induced in this spiral, seen in the EC 

vector field in Figure 36 (b). Hence, the EC on the left half is nulled by the EC on the right half, which, 

along with the differential mode between the two halves of the sensitive coil, results in a null value for 

the total current and consequently a 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 also null on the terminals 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 of the planar spiral sensitive 

coil. These three parameters: current of the excitation coil, magnetic field and EC on the sensitive coil 

are kept present and unchanged on the two following situations. 

The second situation: probe in contact with a homogeneous material, without defects. Whenever the 

probe approaches a defect free material, an electric field d), with approximately two semicircles, appears 

on the homogenous material in addition to the three parameters from the first situation. The electric field 

d) is induced by the magnetic field b), according to the Faraday’s electromagnetic induction law. Then, 

this electric field d) induces a magnetic field e), which, by its turn, induces an electric current f) in the 

planar spiral sensitive coil. If the material is homogeneous, with constant electrical conductivity, all the 

currents in the probe and all the magnetic field will stay symmetrical in relation to the plane of symmetry 

of the sensitive coil and, thereby, in these conditions, the global induced current in the sensitive coil will 

be null, as well as the difference in the potential 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 on its terminals. 
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In the third situation: the probe is in contact with a material which has defects. Compared to the second 

situation, the existence of a defect below one of the semicircles of the sensitive coil creates a 

perturbation to the EC d) and, consequently, a decrease in the magnetic field e), which then causes a 

decline in the induced current f) in the sensitive coil. This weakness of the induced current f) is 

interpreted as a difference in the potential 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 in the terminals of the sensitive coil, hence the defect is 

detected. In all three situations the probe is stationary. 

 

Figure 35 – Working principle of the IOnic Probe [75] 

(a) Probe in the air; (b) Probe over a homogeneous material; (c) Prove over a defect 

 

Figure 36 – (a) Magnetic field produced by an excitation filament with 𝑰 = 𝟏 A and the respective approximate EC 

vector field in a homogenous material which is more detailed in (b) using a frequency of 50 kHz [75] 

The defect evaluation in the IOnic Probes is based upon the variation of the Re (real) and Im (imaginary) 

parts of an apparent electric impedance vector [75], calculated through Equation (6). Its mentioned as 

an apparent electric impedance because it is defined as a quotient between the induced potential in the 

sensitive coil 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡, which is the difference of potential (differential mode) between the terminals 𝑇1 and 

𝑇2 of the sensitive coil, and the excitation current 𝐼 that energizes the toroidal coil – based on the Ohm’s 

Law.  

Real → 𝑅𝑒 {
𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐼 
} [𝛺] Imaginary → 𝐼𝑚 {

𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐼 
} [𝛺]    (6) 
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As mentioned at the beginning of this subchapter, the IOnic Probes has several advantages in 

comparison with the conventional and commercial probes, some of which weren’t explained yet, hence 

they are [77]: the 3D behaviour of the EC on the inspected material (yellow in Figure 37) caused by the 

EC circulation in all the planes that rotate around the axis defined by the excitation filament of the toroidal 

coil (red in Figure 37), allowing a more accurate detection of defects that otherwise might not even be 

detected; the reduction of the edge effect when the excitation coil is placed perpendicularly to the edges 

of the material, therefore, both of the halves of the sensitive coil experience the same variation of 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 

caused by the partial absence of material resulting in a null difference on the apparent electric 

impedance; and finally the possibility of rotating the probe within itself allows the gathering of more 

information about each point of the material and, in some cases, the inclination of the probe might 

present improved results for the detection of a particular defects, shown in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 37 – Exhibition of the magnetic fields and consequent EC of the IOnic and conventional 

helical/commercial probes [75] 

 

Figure 38 – Schematic of the inspection technique based on the rotation of the IOnic probe, with and without 

eccentricity relatively to the defect direction [93] 

The IOnic Probes are possible to be produced using a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) as substrate, Figure 

39 (b), and it is even possible to use a flexible PCB substrate, as shown in Figure 39 (c), to inspect non-

-planar surfaces. However, the toroidal excitation coil is too complex to be produced by this technology, 

therefore it was replaced by a single excitation planar driver, indicated with (1) in Figure 39 (a) – all the 

other components are identical to the previous concept except the one indicated with (4) which is now 

the driver terminals instead of the excitation coil support, since it no longer requires one. With this 

production method the probes can be produced much easier and faster, safeguarding the reproducibility 

of the probes and the complete symmetry of the two halves of the sensitive coils [75]. 
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Figure 39 – IOnic Probes with a PCB substrate [75, 94] 

(a) 3D CAD of the IOnic Probe components’ assembly; (b) IOnic probe with PCB substrate; (c) Flexible IOnic 

Probe 

The IOnic Probes with a PCB substrate are shielded to restrict the magnetic field produced by the driver 

to the physical size of the probe resulting in a stronger magnetic field in a concentrated area. This 

decreases the edge effect even more, protects the probe from noise interferences outside of the range 

of the probe, for example ferromagnetic materials that could be in the surroundings, and allows the 

detection of smaller surface defects. On the hand, unshielded probes provide a larger magnetic field 

that could accomplish deeper penetrations and are less sensitive to lift-off [82]. An example of another 

IOnic Probe with a PCB substrate and shielded is shown in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40 – Special detail of the shielding plane on the IOnic Probes [95] 

2.5 Summary 

AM has been revolutionizing the industry for the past 30 years, starting with polymers and reaching 

metals and other material types (2.1). In this chapter, an overview of the main advantages (2.1.1) and 

limitations (2.1.2) of the process is done and a compilation of the different process categories and 

commercial technologies involved is represented (2.1.3). 

There was the need to develop technologies capable of matching or even surpassing the conventional 

manufacturing processes for certain applications, hence MAM (2.2) and its subordinate technologies: 

Binder jetting (2.2.1), followed by Sheet Lamination (2.2.2) and the last ones PBF (2.2.3) and DED 

(2.2.4) are hereby presented as possible solutions to be applied.  

Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM), a DED technology, has its own dedicated subchapter (2.3) 

since its one of the main topics of this work. The principles of the technology are explained, as well as 

which materials (2.3.1) can be used as wire feedstock. When WAAM is compared with the other MAM 
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technologies, it has several challenges and benefits (2.3.2). The LASIMM project (2.3.3) is being 

developed to compile the additive capabilities of WAAM with the needed subtractive step in the same 

machine. 

Nowadays there aren’t any standards established to ensure the quality of the WAAM parts and that is 

an essential step which needs to be taken in order to commercialize products fabricated by this 

technology. NDT (2.4) is the key presented to collaborate on the quality assurance of WAAM parts. An 

online layer by layer inspection in parallel with the deposition and prior to machining seems to be the 

best choice and, within this purpose, Eddy Current Testing (2.4.1) is being studied as an utmost option 

to perform the job in real time and without contact with the test piece. This NDT method, as any other, 

exhibits some limitations to its application which are hugely overcame with the use of innovative probes: 

IOnic Probes (2.4.1.1). 

The schematic of Figure 41 summarizes all the elements that need to be studied and developed in order 

to complete the ambitious project that is LASIMM. 

 

Figure 41 – Schematic of the LASIMM ‘s composing elements and their relations [43] 
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3. Development of Eddy Current probes for Non-Destructive Testing 

of aluminium Wire Arc Additive Manufactured parts 

After research done about the WAAM process (subchapter 2.3) and the NDT methods (subchapter 2.4) 

suited for application on WAAM parts [37], it was decided that the best approach to follow is the online 

layer by layer inspection in parallel with the deposition and prior to machining. Out of the NDT methods 

that might be able to accomplish the required inspection, ECT (subchapter 2.4.1) is the one hereby 

chosen and enhanced with the development of specially projected EC probes through the adaptation of 

IOnic Probes to the weld bead curvature.  

3.1 Adaptation of the IOnic Probes’ design to the weld bead curvature 

The IOnic probes are planar, as explained in the subchapter 2.4.1.1 and shown in the Figures 34 and 

39, although there is the possibility to produce them in a flexible substrate, seen in Figure 39 (c). 

However, that configuration has not been tested in full yet [75, 94] and, therefore, it is required an 

modification of the IOnic Probes to fulfil the goal of executing an online inspection of aluminium WAAM 

parts. This adaptation is fundamental since without it one of the main objectives of the IOnic Probes is 

lost: the improved proximity between the coils and the inspected material. 

Each deposited layer or weld bead has a significant curvature, which is characteristic of the welding 

deposition process, therefore not only the planar IOnic Probe isn’t parallel with it surface of the tested 

material but also the whole probe isn’t equally distant from it. Hence, the IOnic Probe also loses its 

advantage to be insensible to planar lift-off fluctuations. 

In fact, when the surface roughness of the WAAM parts is added to the equation, not even can be 

assured that, for example, the distance of one of the halves of the sensitive coil is equally distant from 

the surface as the other half. This happens because the rigid PCB substrate, when in contact with the 

surface, will tend to create an oblique angle between the material and the probe and, thereby, induce 

an angular lift-off variation.  

Other of the advantages of the IOnic probe is that it can minimize the edge effect and that too can be 

affected if the weld bead width is smaller than the diameter of the probe itself, which happened to be 

the case with the limited walls available as samples to elaborate this work, since the walls had width of 

6 to 9 mm and the majority of the available PCB IOnic probes [94] had 10 mm of diameter.  

The difference between the width of the walls and the probes can be illustrated by comparing an 

aluminium bar with a width of 6mm to one of the IOnic probes with the diameter of 10 mm, seen in Figure 

42. When the probe exceeds the edges of the material, like in this case, it is extremely difficult to 

attenuate the noise created by the absence of material. 
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Figure 42 – Comparison between the widths of the IOnic Probe and an aluminium bar 

To regain all the advantages of the IOnic Probe while inspecting WAAM parts and at the same time 

manage to keep the beneficial working principle of the IOnic Probes it was required to adapt the shape 

of the IOnic Probes to the weld bead curvature. Once finished this adaptation the capabilities of the 

IOnic Probe were restored by re-achieving the proximity with the inspected material, as it is shown in 

Figure 43. A disadvantage of these probes designed to fit a certain weld bead width, as a way to keep 

the probe as close as possible to the inspected material, is that a new probe will have to be escalated 

and produced in order to be accommodated to wider weld beads.   

 

Figure 43 – First prototype of the IOnic Probe adapted to the weld bead curvature 

Front view (a) and side view (b) of the probe and the WAAM wall 

With this modification in the shape of the IOnic Probe, it re-obtains the insensitivity to the edge effect 

caused by the borders perpendicular to the excitation coil, since the two halves of the sensitive coil, or 

in this case two separate sensitive coils that are later linked together, experience the same variations 

and, therefore, the difference calculated between them is null. The noise caused by the lift-off 

fluctuations is also decreased but the surface roughness is still hard to fight against. More information 

about the results obtained though the experimental analysis done with these customized IOnic probes 

will be given in the chapter 4. 
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As mentioned before, the main objective of this adaptation is to re-shape the IOnic Probes to fulfil the 

required inspection needs while keeping the IOnic’s working principle, since they already proved to have 

many advantages compared to the conventional probes. These customized EC probes are then hybrid, 

maintaining the reflection and differential modes characteristic of the IOnic Probes. The leading benefit 

of probes which use a reflection configuration is the independence between the excitation coil and the 

sensitive coils, since it allows the separate development of each one of the coils according to their 

respective assignment. 

Relatively to the excitation coil, it was important to maintain its original toroidal shape, as seen in the 

Figure 34 (a), to keep the 3D behaviour of the EC in the test piece caused by the IOnic Probes, illustrated 

in Figure 39, because it has already been proven to be the best option. However, the filaments closer 

to the weld bead have to be curved instead of straight to adapt to the curvature of the samples. The 

excitation coil’s “core” must be non-conductive and non-magnetic to not interfere with the desired 

magnetic field and it also has to be rigid enough to support and give form to the coil winding. The solution 

was to use a polymer that respected those conditions and that could be extruded by a 3D printer. This 

way, AM parts were produced to quickly create cheap functional prototypes that would later be used to 

prove the concept and facilitate the inspection of WAAM parts. The material chosen was Polylactic acid 

(PLA), a thermoplastic widely used in 3D printers. The SolidWorks® CAD of the customized support for 

the excitation coil, which is more beneficial for the inspection of weld bead widths from 6 to 9 mm, is 

shown in Figure 44 (a) and the printed PLA positive mold around which the coil winding will be made is 

presented in Figure 44 (b).  

 

Figure 44 – PLA customized support of the excitation coil 

(a) CAD of the support; (b) Front view of the PLA positive mold around which the coil winding will be made 

It is really difficult to miniaturize the probe since the coils will have their size confined by the support 

used and the support itself is limited by the production process (resolution of the 3D printer). As seen in 

Figure 44 (a), it was possible to achieve a support as small as 4 mm long (X direction), which results in 

a “path” in the middle for the coil winding of 2 mm. The smaller the support, the more concentrated will 

be the magnetic field generated by the excitation coil on the surrounding area, hence the zone of 

influence of the probe in the inspected material will be smaller. However, a concentrated magnetic field 
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might not be enough to detect small defects, therefore it also needs to become stronger. Although the 

excitation coil is not responsible to sense the changes in EC flow due to the presence of defects in the 

material, it must be able to create a magnetic field capable of inducing dense enough EC into material 

to result in a clearer detection of the defects by the sensitive coils, especially if the defects are located 

deep into the material. A way to do it is to increase the inductance of the excitation coil which could be 

done by: 

• increasing the internal diameter of the coil, which in this case was unaltered since the distance 

between the lower and upper filaments of the toroidal excitation coil are dependent of this parameter 

and a modification of it would affect an important factor in the electromagnetic phenomena more detailed 

in the next subchapter 3.2; 

• using magnetic cores, such as ferrite, would also concentrate the magnetic field even closer to 

the surroundings of the excitation coil, which for this probes’ shape and application would not be ideal 

(also better explained in the next subchapter 3.2); 

• changing the diameter of the copper wire used on the coil winding will also affect the size of the 

coil and the Joule heating effect of the conductor. If the diameter of the wire is increased, the inductance 

of the coil increases however its size increases even more, which is undesired for this application, while 

the Joule heating loses some of its effect. On these coils the maximum diameter of the copper wire was 

0,15 mm and an effort was made to try to decrease it, in order to minimize the probes. As it will be 

explained on the subchapter 3.3 one of the coils has a diameter of the copper wire of 0,10 mm. This 

smaller probe has a lower impedance and is also more fragile, not only due to the increased Joule 

heating effect, but also because the wire could break easier; 

• adding turns to the coil winding. This way the coil not only becomes longer but also thicker, in 

the case of executing the turns in a helical way, creating several layers of copper wire. The layers will 

be beneficial until a certain point, by contributing for the magnetic field, however when that point is 

surpassed the top layer will be too distant from the bottom one, possibility leading to a prejudicial effect 

on the concentration of the magnetic field, further explained in the next subchapter 3.2; 

For this specific application and these probes, the parameter which would have a more relevant effect 

in the coil inductance without negatively affecting the electromagnetic phenomena of the probe was 

decided to be the number of turns in the coil winding. 

There are two ways of increasing the number of the turns in the winding of a coil:  

• either by adding the new turn in the horizontal, in kind of a spiral way, like in the original planar 

IOnic sensitive coils. This way the coil becomes longer but it is only possible to implement if there is 

nothing limiting the expansion of the coil in the X direction (procedure exemplified in Figure 45 (a) ); 

• or by increasing the number of layers in the vertical in a helical way, which thickens the coil. In 

this case the procedure is exemplified in the Figure 45 (b). 

The latter option was the one adopted since the support for the toroidal excitation coil limits its growth 

in the X direction.  
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Figure 45 – Possible adopted procedures when increasing the coil winding turns (cross-section view of the 

winding) 

adding a turn (a) in the horizontal (wire marked in blue after the winding represented by a row of red wires) 

or (b) in the vertical by stacking layers on top of each other (the black lines represent the path in the support 

which limits the expansion of the toroidal excitation coil in the X direction) 

In the Figure 43 (a) it is noticeable that the sensitive coils are also supported by the excitation coil “core” 

since they are glued on the side walls of it. Therefore, the distance between each sensitive coil is given 

by the length (X direction) of the toroidal excitation coil’s support. If it was possible to increase the coil 

winding turns through the horizontal approach represented in the Figure 45 (a) the distance between 

each of the sensitive coils would then increase. The larger the distance between the excitation and 

sensitive coils, the deeper the detected magnetic flux lines have penetrated the material but the lower 

becomes the amplitude of the measurement signal [80], which could lead to a low SNR, and the probe 

also loses spatial resolution, since each measurement performed will refer to a larger area within the 

material which may result in the loss of the possibility to clearly detect two defects really near each other 

by having the signal caused by each defect interfere with the other. This effect is exemplified in the 

Figure 46 but a better visual explanation about the probes’ spatial resolution can be obtained in the 

subchapter 3.4. 

 

Figure 46 – Selection of the distance between the excitation (transmitting) coil and the sensitive (receiving) coils 

and its effect [80] 

While using the procedure illustrated in the Figure 45 (b) to add turns to the excitation coil winding, is 

necessary to keep a constant pressure, especially in the local where the support has the curvature 

designed in image to the weld bead one (shown in Figure 47 (b) ), and to apply glue in order to maintain 

the copper wires adjacent to each other and in the confined path existent in the support. 
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Figure 47 – Toroidal excitation coil’s winding 

(a) CAD of the support with the coil surrounding it; (b) detail of the curvature adapted to the weld bead shape;  

(c) CAD of the toroidal excitation coil shape without the support 

Now regarding the sensitive coils, they won’t be planar anymore but will keep the semicircle or D-shape 

to better pick up any interference to the magnetic field, which has a similar shape, seen in Figure 36 (a). 

Analogous to the excitation coil, the sensitive coils shape also must adapt to the curvature of the 

inspected samples and need a positive mold to wound up around. However, in the case of the sensitive 

coils, it is important to remove the mold or support after the coil is rigid enough and has its shape defined. 

The shape of the probe is kept by the glue used during the winding process, therefore the removal of 

the mold would not be an easy task in case of using PLA like what was done with the excitation coil, 

since the winding also gets glued to the core in certain places and the PLA would have to be fiercely 

removed manually without damaging the coil winding. The solution was to use a polymer usually used 

to create the support structures of the parts produced in a 3D printer: Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). This 

polymer is water-soluble, hence, after the glue dries, which may take a few minutes, depending on the 

amount of glue used, the piece has to be deposited in a water container and lay immerse from a few 

hours to almost a day, according to the volume of the part, to dissolve completely. In the case of the 

sensitive coils, the objective is to dissolve the PVA core and leave the copper wire winding free and 

undamaged. The steps of the sensitive coils design and production can be seen in Figure 48, for the 

CAD, and in Figure 49, for the printed PVA part and its surrounding coil winding.  

The internal part of the sensitive coil has a diameter of 4 mm and the external diameter is from 8 to 9,5 

mm, depending on the number of turns in the winding of the sensitive coils. Only one of the probes that 

will be mentioned in the subchapter 3.3 has smaller dimensions since a particular production process 

was used and the probe in question had the objective to be as small as possible. Smaller the sensitive 

coils, closer to each other and to the excitation coil they will be and, therefore, higher will be the spatial 

resolution of the probe. With a higher spatial resolution, the sensitivity of the probe to smaller defects 

should increase, however, to sense deep defects this may not be the case and larger sensitive coils 

with bigger inductances might be necessary, one has to trade-off between them (a more detailed 

explanation will be given in chapter 4). 
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Figure 48 – Different views from CAD of the sensitive coils and its PVA support 

(a) Top view of the PVA support, D-shape detail; (b) detail of the curvature in adaptation to the weld bead shape 

(c) sensitive coil winding around the PVA core; (d) sensitives coils after dissolving the PVA  

 

Figure 49 – Different views from the printed PVA and the sensitive coils 

(a) Top view of the PVA support, D-shape detail; (b) detail of the curvature in adaptation to the weld bead shape 

(c) sensitive coil winding around the PVA core; (d) sensitives coils after dissolving the PVA  

Without the PVA support the sensitive coils can be in proximity with the weld bead and perfectly adapted 

to its shape, as seen in Figure 43. Each probe has two sensitive coils which are manufactured 

separately, therefore, although they have the same number of turns, it is hard to make sure they are 

completely identical, since they are handmade prototypes. Both the production of the excitation and the 

sensitive coils are laborious processes that need to be made with extreme care, since the coils winding 

is fragile and if it breaks the whole process needs restarted.  

The next step after dissolving the PVA is to glue one sensitive coil on each side of the support of the 

excitation coil for them to be at the same distance from the centre of the probe. They also both need to 

be placed at the same high in order to be equidistant to the surface of the inspected material. After the 

glue dries, the end result of the probe production process is the one seen in Figure 50. However, the 

probe isn’t ready for ECT inspection yet. The excitation coil support needs to be connected to a part 

specially designed to attach the probe to a locomotion system, for example a XYA table, in order to have 

an autonomous movement of the probe during inspection and with a constant speed. It is also usual to 

add a thin layer of Teflon (PTFE) tape on the bottom of the probe to create an interface with less friction 

between the probes’ winding and the inspected material. This way both the probe and the test sample 

aren’t damaged by each other. Adding these features, a system like the one seen in Figure 43 is 

reached. Whenever possible, any reversible connections, such as screws, in the vicinities of the probe 

are made with polymeric materials to not create a possible interference noise during ECT. In some 

cases, those options are available in the market but, if not, they can be customized with CAD and 3D 

printing.  
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Figure 50 – IOnic Probe after the whole adaptation and production process 

The last phase, but not less important, is to complete the circuitry of the probe, which has to be done 

accordingly to the desired operation mode. In the case of the IOnic Probe, a hybrid probe, the excitation 

(driver) and sensitive (pick-up) coils have to be independent to be in reflection mode and the sensitive 

coils have to be linked with the windings in opposite directions for the probe to work correctly in 

differential mode. 

3.2 Numerical simulation of the adapted IOnic Probes’ electromagnetic 

phenomena 

This subchapter has the objective to visually present the behaviour of the electric and magnetic fields 

involved in the working principle of the adapted IOnic Probes. That is possible to achieve using a 

numerical simulation software based on finite element analysis (FEA) to solve the electromagnetic field 

problems by solving Maxwell’s equations (Equations 7 and 8) in a finite region of space with appropriate 

boundary conditions and, when necessary, with initial conditions specified by the user, such as the probe 

used, material type, excitation current, frequency, etc, to obtain a unique result [96]. The software used 

was ANSYS® Electronics – ANSYS® Maxwell 3D. 
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Maxwell – Faraday Equation: The voltage induced in a closed loop is proportional to the rate of change 

of the magnetic flux density on the surface that the loop encloses. �⃗⃗� is the electric field [V/m] or [N/C] 

and �⃗⃗� is the degree of magnetic induction [T] or [(N.s)/(C.m)]. 
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Ampère’s circuital law: The magnetic field induced in a closed loop is proportional to the electric current 

plus the displacement current (rate of change of the electric field) on the surface that the loop encloses. 

�⃗⃗⃗� is the magnetic field [A/m], 𝐽 is the electric current density [A/m2] and 
𝜕�⃗⃗⃗�

𝜕𝑡
 is the displacement current 

density [A/m2]. Equation (8) can only be simplified that way when the relative permittivity 휀𝑟 and the 
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relative permeability 𝜇𝑟  are approximate to their values in vacuum, which means 휀𝑟 ≈ 1 and 𝜇𝑟 ≈ 1. This 

is true for this simulation since aluminium, copper and air have these characteristics. 

The simulation model is represented in Figure 51 and it is composed by the imported CAD of the 

customized IOnic probe shown in Figure 50, but without the excitation coil’s support to simplify the 

simulation since it can be neglected and, therefore, the probe can be treated as a simpler air-core probe. 

The coils are made of copper and through the 50 turns of the excitation coil is transmitted a current of 

1A while the sensitive coils have 20 turns each (without current as initial condition) and are wound up in 

opposite directions. The inspected material is an aluminium bar, namely 6082-T6, with high electrical 

conductivity (2.63 ∙ 107 S/m) which has a curvature similar to the weld beads in WAAM parts. The defect, 

a hole throughout the width the bar (Y direction) with a diameter of 3mm, is located in the centre of the 

bar (X direction) and the top of the hole is 4mm below the surface of the bar. The bar is 150 mm long 

(X direction), 6mm wide (Y direction) and 25 mm high (Z direction). The objective is to simulate the 

electromagnetic phenomena while the probe is in direct contact with the surface of the test piece (lift-off 

null), however, the software doesn’t allow the intersection of the coils with the material, therefore an 

insignificant lift-off was placed. Finally, an air region surrounds both the probe and the aluminium bar 

with an off-set from them of 25 % in all directions. 

 

Figure 51 – Simulation Geometrical Model 

The solution of the numerical simulation takes in account the EC principles of sinusoidally-varying 

magnetic fields, forces, torques, and impedances caused by AC, oscillating external magnetic fields and 

induced fields such as skin and proximity effects. 

This software uses tetrahedra (four-triangular-sided pyramid) as the fundamental 3D unit of the FEA, 

illustrated in Figure 52 (a). In this case the mesh has a total of 826102 tetrahedra elements and software 

automatically refines the mesh at places where there are strong fields (close to the probe), large errors, 

large field gradients, or areas that generally have a large impact of the field solution, such as the vicinities 

of a defect [96]. In the Figure 52 (b), a cross-section of the model in the XZ plane, is possible to see, air 

in red and aluminium grey, a more refined mesh near the coils (in orange) and the defect (the red circle).  
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Figure 52 – Details of the mesh used 

(a) singular tetrahedron [96]; (b) zoom of the mesh in the section close to the defect and probe 

Now regarding the results of the electric and magnetic fields, since the probes only had its shape 

adapted and are still based in the same configuration of the Ionic probes, the outcomes were expected 

to be similar to the ones seen in Figure 36. The following results were obtained with the probe stationary 

on the material surface and the centre of the excitation coil is aligned with the centre of the defect. The 

sinusoidal current used in the excitation coil had 𝐼=1A and a frequency 𝑓 = 2 kHz. The scale of the 

parameter values was not expected to be the same since too many variables were changed, such as 

frequency, properties of the inspected material, shape of the material surface, number of turns in the 

coil winding etc, but the fields still should propagate in a particular way characteristic to the IOnic probes.  

From the results shown in Figure 53 representing the Z scalar of the magnetic induction �⃗⃗� on the surface 

of the material, it is possible to understand, as expected, that on the right of the direction indicated by 

the black arrow, symbolizing the direction of the excitation current, the magnetic field on the Z direction 

is negative while of the left it has the same magnitude but with inverse signal. Compared with the Figure 

36 (a), the excitation current is applied in the contrary Y direction, therefore, is natural, for the fields to 

be inverted. However, the fields kept the same semicircle trajectory which inspired the shape of the 

sensitive coils of the IOnic Probes. Although, for the adapted IOnic Probes the Z scalar of the magnetic 

field seems more tapered close to the customized toroidal excitation coil, which might be one of the 

reasons for the improvement in the depth of penetration perceptible by the results shown in chapter 4. 

This fact should be caused by the shape modification done in the filaments closer to test sample due to 

its curvature.  

Observing only the Figure 53, it could be though that the primary magnetic field wouldn’t be spread 

enough to reach the sensitive coils with a reasonable magnitude so that the secondary magnetic field, 

which is generated by the EC in the material, has influence in the primary one and cause an impedance 

change on one of the sensitive coils. However, let’s not forget that Figure 53 only represents the Z scalar 

of the magnetic induction �⃗⃗� and a linear scale was used,  therefore, in Figure 54 is possible to obtain a 

better understanding about the vector field of the magnetic induction �⃗⃗� on the XZ plane and, in fact, 
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visualize that the magnetic field, using a logarithmic scale, not only reaches the sensitive coils with a 

significant magnitude (green vectors) but also the defect, collaborating the improvement in the depth of 

penetration mentioned on the previously. 

In Figure 54 is also illustrated the reason for maintaining a certain diameter in the excitation coil, which 

means a distance between the filaments close to the material surface and the upper ones. The current 

circulates with opposite directions in the bottom and upper filaments of the excitation coil, therefore, 

their contribution to the magnetic field is also contrary. If the upper part of the excitation was too close 

to the bottom one it would reduce the effect of the primary magnetic field on the EC generated in the 

material and, then, be prejudicial for the defect inspection. With this distance that effect is avoided and 

the magnetic field congregates approximately in the middle of the excitation coil. On the other hand, if 

the upper part was located too further away from the bottom one it would lose any of the influence it still 

has left over the magnetic field that penetrates the test piece. A magnetic core in the middle of the 

toroidal excitation coil would also be detrimental, since it would concentrate the magnetic field more at 

the surface of the material and away from deep within it.  

 

Figure 53 - Z scalar of the magnetic induction �⃗⃗⃗� created on the surface of aluminium bar due to the customized 

toroidal excitation coil 

 

Figure 54 - Vector field of the magnetic induction �⃗⃗⃗� on the XZ plane 
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Relatively to the EC on the material, in Figure 55 is shown how the currents flow on the surface of the 

material. The vector of the current density 𝐽 is represented in logarithmic scale and its higher value its 

near the excitation coil. As expected the flow of the EC directly below the excitation current are aligned 

with it but on the opposite direction. In the other zones of the surface of the material, the EC flow is 

symmetric in relation to the centre of the excitation coil (YZ plane) and describes a semicircle trajectory 

that confines in the zone close the centre of the sensitive coils with low densities and a vortex trajectory. 

Everything is similar with the EC vector field of Figure 36 (b), therefore, at the surface, the EC don’t 

seem to be affected by the modification made on the IOnic Probe. 

 

Figure 55 – Top view of the vector 𝑱 (current density of the EC) in the surface of the bar 

Finally, regarding to the magnitude of the current density on the YZ plane, which goes through the 

middle of the defect, it is clear in Figure 56 (a) that the EC flow is perturbed by the hole. There is high 

current density near the surface of the material and it decreases as soon as the EC reach the defect 

(the air is marked with blue), although it is more attenuated close to the sides of the bar. This perturbation 

on the EC flow would cause an impedance change on the probe and, therefore, the defect would be 

detected through ECT. The magnitude of the EC would decrease more gradually with the depth if there 

weren’t any defects in the material, but the current density is always lower in the centre of the material 

than in the borders, represented in Figure 56 (b). 

 

Figure 56 - Magnitude of the current density on the YZ plane (section view) 
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3.3 Differences between the prototypes created 

The modifications made to the IOnic Probes allow their application on the ECT of WAAM parts and led 

into a study with the objective of identifying how to enhance the detection of defects with those probes. 

The first prototyped produced with the process explained in the subchapter 3.1 was named probe IOnic 

#1 and it’s the one shown in Figure 43 and 50. The probes that forth came were all based in this first 

handcraft prototype and were either created with the aim to minimize it or increase the inductance of a 

coil. In total there were created five different prototypes of these IOnic Probes adapted to the weld bead 

curvature and the features of each one of them and their differences are expounded in Table 4. Each 

one of probes has an objective for the alterations made compared with the IOnic #1. 

Table 4 – Features of each customized IOnic Probe and the differences between them 

 

The probe IOnic #2 has the objective of diminishing the dimensions of the customized IOnic Probes. 

The idea was to produce a probe similar with the first prototype (IOnic #1) but where all the coils’ 

supports/positive molds, including the one from the excitation coil (Figure 57 (a) ), were made of PVA. 

After producing the winding around the supports it was possible to dissolve all the PVA and end up with 

only the coils, shown in Figure 57 (b).  

Then, the sensitive coils were glued on the sides of the excitation coil, resulting in a reduction of the 

final length of the probe from 22 to 15 mm, Figure 57 (c). The decrease in diameter of the copper wire 

from 0,15 to 0,10 mm also contributed to the reduction of all the probe dimensions. This miniaturization 

of the probe is expected to improve its spatial resolution and the sensitivity of the probe for smaller 

defects close to the surface, since the sensitive coils would have a reduced size and are closer to each 
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other. On the other hand, it fragilizes the probe and reduces its inductance. In fact, the probe becomes 

so delicate that one of the sensitive coils broke during production and another one had to be created 

from scratch to replace it. 

 

Figure 57 – Production steps of the probe IOnic #2 

(a) PVA support for the excitation coil; (b) coils after the supports are dissolved;  

(c) size difference between the Probe IOnic #1 (on top) and #2 (on bottom) 

As a way to protect the probe IOnic #2 without influencing the electromagnetic fields created by it, the 

probe was surrounded with a nonconductive and nonmagnetic epoxy resin, as demonstrated in Figure 

58. This also proves that, as long as the material used doesn’t affect the ECT, the probes can be 

impregnated within some kind of resin resistant to high temperatures, hence, be more protected from 

the effect of external heat sources. 

 

Figure 58 – Probe IOnic #2 surrounded by epoxy resin 

From the probe IOnic #1 to the IOnic #3, minor alterations were made in the design of the positive molds 

of both the excitation and sensitive coils. Adding to that, an improvement in the wire management was 

made in order to keep the circuitry between the probe and the signal generator more stabilized to avoid 

unnecessary interference noise from it. Probe IOnic #1 and #2 have the setup of Figure 59 (a), where 

the wires are visible, while for the IOnic #3 and following ones everything is secured within the 3D printed 

parts, as seen in Figure 59 (b). 
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Figure 59 – Copper wire circuitry management 

(a) in Probe IOnic #2; and in (b) Probe IOnic #3 and following ones 

3.4 Experimental validation of the customized eddy current probes 

These customized IOnic Probes are completely handmade and unique, therefore, although a numerical 

simulation was made to check their working principle, they must be validated experimentally. Before 

evaluating their capabilities with tests like the ones that are presented in the chapter 4 and 5 of this 

work, it is important, as a prove of concept and specially when using prototypes, to demonstrate that the 

probes work properly and point out some of their characteristics. The first trials are usually done on 

reference standard materials and defects, such as the one shown in Figure 60 (a). However, the 

standards have planar surfaces, which aren’t ideal for these probes since their main objective was 

exactly the opposite, therefore there was the need to create a reference standard to test these and other 

probes. The material used was the one whose properties were simulated on the subchapter 3.2 and 

with the same format: aluminium 6082-T6 bars with a curvature on the top surface that had to be sanded 

into shape, as seen in Figure 60 (b). 

 

Figure 60 – Reference standards for a first experimental validation of EC probes 

(a) standards used for commercial probes [97]; (b) aluminium bar with the top sanded into a curved surface 
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These standards have surface defects whose detection is simple to accomplish, usually reaching 

different depths and/or with different surface lengths of the defects’ gaps. The main objective of these 

easily accessible defects is to obtain a clear vision of what the output signal of the probe should be when 

a flaw is located. On top of that, if the type of defects aimed to detect are surface ones, which won’t be 

the case within these work since the goal are internal defects, these standard tests would also help 

figure out optimum test parameters such as the current value used to excite the coils and the frequency, 

gain and phase of the input sinusoidal wave. 

A surface defect had to be produced on the customized standard with the curved surface shown in 

Figure 60 (b). The simplest available way to replicate a surface defect with a relatively small gap length 

was achieved by positioning two aluminium bars side by side and having the space between them acting 

has a material flaw, illustrated in Figure 61 (a). The space between the two bars was measured with a 

microscope and the maximum distance between the bars was of 0.595 mm, as shown in Figure 61 (b). 

 

Figure 61 – Surface defect replicated by a gap between two aluminium bars 

Front View (a) and top view (b) of the space between the two bars 

To perform any experimental analysis with ECT, as already mentioned in the subchapter 2.4.1, it is 

required some external elements in addition to the EC probes. In the Figure 62, all the components of 

an experimental ECT setup are identified.  

1: electronic equipment responsible for generating, acquiring and conditioning the signal, in this 

work an Olympus Nortec® 500C was used. This particular model has the following technical 

specifications [98]: frequency range from 50 Hz to 12 MHz; gain from 0 to 90 dB; phase of the signal in 

1º increments from 0º to 360º; probe excitation current of 3 levels, low, medium and high, which 

correspond to 2, 6 and 12 V, respectively, peak-to-peak into 75Ω; probe types: absolute and differential 

in either bridge or reflection configuration and custom special products like conductive measurement 

probes. 
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2: Data Acquisition (DAQ) board, which connects the signal generator to the computer and transfers 

the data acquired.  

3: XYZ table – handles the positioning of the EC probe and its autonomous movement in order to 

perform the ECT. For this work it was only required to move the probes on the X direction since the 

inspected samples were all linear walls. The course with this table is limit to approximately 10mm on the 

X direction and the testing velocity is only limited by the step motors (0,001818 m/s). 

4: Connection between the XYZ table and the EC probe. These 3D printed parts are mounted in a 

linear-motion bearing that provided free motion in Z direction. This way the probes could more easily 

adapt to the lift-off fluctuations caused by the surface roughness of some of the test samples. 

5: EC probes of any type. However, a different connector is needed to adapt each probe type to the 

XYZ table. 

6: Test samples, which on this work were either the aluminium 6082-T6 bars or aluminium WAAM 

walls. 

Both the DAQ and the XYZ table are connected to a computer with a dedicated LabView® software 

which controls the probe movement and improves the output signal processing and visualization. Only 

the EC probes and respective connectors to the XYZ table had to be designed and produced within this 

work, everything else was adapted to the needs of each test. 

 

Figure 62 – Experimental setup used 

Six probes were tested in this first experimental validation: the five customized IOnic probes indicated 

in the Table 4 and one with a conventional helical coil and a ferrite core working on absolute mode, to 

mimic the commercial probes. No commercial probes were tested at this stage since, in contrast to 

prototype probes, their capabilities to detect surface defects are already known and parameters such 

as the optimum frequency range to use are provided by the manufacture too. The main difference 
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between the output signal of a differential and an absolute probe can be proved with this simple test and 

a better understanding of the spatial resolution of each probe can be obtained. 

In all the scans made, the defect is located halfway of the tests’ total course and the centre of the probe 

used is at an initial point (X=0) on top of the material surface. This means that for this experimental 

validation, where, on each scan, the probe moves a total of 100 mm over the material surface, each test 

will end when the centre of the probe is at X=100, which is also the maximum course of the XYZ table 

used, and the centre of the probe will be exactly over the defect when the position X=50 is reached. 

The first probe tested was the handmade conventional one with a helical coil winding of 100 turns, using 

a copper wire diameter of 0,15 mm and a ferrite core with a diameter of 4 mm, which can be seen in 

Figure 63 (a). This probe works in absolute mode and is also composed by another identical coil which 

has the task of a reference coil. The total diameter of each coil is 6mm, as shown in Figure 63 (b). 

 

Figure 63 – Handmade conventional absolute probe 

In the results of the test done with this absolute probe, graphs of the Re(Z) and Im(Z) in the Figure 64 

(b), it is possible to see a clear impedance peak when the centre of the probe is located over the defect 

(X=50), which implies the detection of the defect and, therefore, a properly operation of the EC probe 

prototype. Since an absolute probe was used, only one impedance peak was expected per defect 

located. It is important to mention that the impedance scale in these graphs is a normalized impedance, 

where a null impedance value represents the conductivity of the unflawed material and any impedance 

change is in relation with this value.  

These results also show that, by knowing the total diameter or length of the coil performing the inspection 

over the flawed material, is possible to presume the spatial resolution of that probe. In this case, as 

pointed out by the dashed blue lines in the Figure 64 (b), the coil starts to detect a variation of the EC 

flow in the material when the outer radius of it is over the defect (X≈47) and stops when then its other 

side passes (X≈53), which means that this probe will only be able to have a clear peaked response like 

the one shown in Figure 64 (b) if each defect in the material is located at least 6 mm apart from each 

other, otherwise the responses caused by each defect might be noisome for the ones caused by the 

others, resulting in a more complicated signal to interpret. Being this capability the base of the definition 
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for the spatial resolution of a probe. However, the defects would still be detected but not as clear as if 

they were more dispersed from each other. The optimum test parameters for this probe on this test were 

a frequency of 170 kHz, a gain of 65 dB and the probe drive on mid. Figure 64 (a) illustrates the 

positioning of the defect on the route of the centre of the probe. 

 

Figure 64 – Experimental validation of a prototyped absolute probe: (a) test setup and (b) obtained results 

For the five customized IOnic Probes, which were already categorized in the previous subchapters, the 

test setup is the same as the one used for the conventional probe. However, only the results for the first 

two customized IOnic Probes will be presented in relation with this first experimental validation since the 

probes IOnic #1 and IOnic #2 were the first ones to be produced and tested and all the others excelled 

with the improvement of these probes. In any case, the probes IOnic #3,4 and 5 were also tested but 

the results obtained on the detection of surface defects were very similar to the ones of IOnic #1 as 

expected, given that only the small dimensional alterations matter in this case. 

For the probe IOnic #1 the impedance variations throughout the scan can be seen in Figure 65 (b). The 

output signal is different from the one obtained with the absolute probe because the IOnic Probes work 

on differential mode, meaning that the two peaks with symmetric values of impedance variation instead 

of only an absolute one is due to the fact of having two sensitive coils winding in opposite directions and 

by having the calculation of the impedance changes based on the difference sensed between those two 

sensitive coils. Relatively to the spatial resolution of the probe IOnic #1, as pointed out by the dashed 
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blue lines in the Figure 65 (b), one of the sensitive coils starts to detect a variation of the EC flow in the 

material when the outer radius of it is over the defect (X≈39) and the impedance change stops when 

the opposite sensitive coil exits (X≈61), which means that this probe will only be able to have a clear 

two-peaked response like the one shown in Figure 65 (b) if each defect in the material is located at least 

22 mm apart from each other (note that the probe IOnic #1 is also 22 mm long) , otherwise the responses 

caused by each defect might be noisome for the ones caused by the others, which for a differential 

output signal could result in something arduous for interpretation. This fact doesn’t invalidate the defect 

detection using these customized IOnic Probes as long as the SNR is kept controlled but impossibilities 

the clear perception of the position and size of the detected defects. 

In contrast with the absolute probe tested before, the impedance peaks shown on the results of Figure 

65 (b) don’t happen when the centre of the probe is over the defect. Instead, the peaks appear 

approximately on the centre of each one of the sensitive coils (X≈45 and X≈55), which roughly 

correspond to the centre of the vortexes in the EC field seen in Figure 55. There are three main points, 

looking only at the real part of the impedance Re(Z) because the Im(Z) shows only an inverted result in 

this case, seen in the results of Figure 65 (b) that can explain the behaviour of the probe more detailly:  

• at X≈39 the first sensitive coil starts to sense the EC flow perturbation in the material caused 

by the defect, therefore, from X≈39 to X≈45 there is a positive change in the impedance since before 

this point both of the sensitive coils were sensing an unflawed material (differential impedance null) and 

at this point the first sensitive coil starts to sense it. It is very important to mention that the sensitive coils 

are only able to sense these changes of the EC flow in the material if the primary magnetic field created 

by the excitation coil (example in Figure 54) is strong enough to induce sufficient EC in the material, 

which, by its turn, has to be significantly perturbated for the secondary magnetic field be able to induce 

an impedance change on the sensitive coils; 

• at X≈45 (approximately the middle of the first sensitive coil) a peak happens before the 

impedance drops between X≈45 and X≈50 (the middle of the whole probe is over the defect). This fall 

in impedance occurs after X≈45 because the second sensitive coil starts to sense the defect, however 

on that half of the probe the magnetic field is the inverse of the one sensed by the first sensitive coil 

and, therefore, the difference between what is sensed by one coil and other starts to decrease until the 

point X≈50 (centre of the probe over the defect) is reached and what one sensitive coil senses is 

complete balanced by what the other senses, achieving a null value of the impedance change. This 

nulled value will only be encountered exactly when the middle of the probe is over the defect if the whole 

probe is symmetric in relation to the YZ plane as it was intended during its design and production; 

• at X≈50 everything explained on the two previous points is inverted and there is a peak at the 

centre of second sensitive coil X≈55 and ending at X≈61 since its also the tip of the second sensitive 

coil and the whole probe. 

The optimum test parameters for the probe IOnic #1 on this test were a frequency of 50 kHz, a gain of 

85 dB and the probe drive on mid. Figure 65 (a) illustrates the positioning of the defect on the route of 

the centre of the probe, which is also the centre of the excitation coil (YZ plane – symmetry plane of the 

probe). 
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Figure 65 - Experimental validation the probe IOnic #1: (a) test setup and (b) obtained results 

Everything with the probe IOnic #2 is similar to what was explained previously for the IOnic #1 except 

its spatial resolution due to their differences in sizes, easily perceptive in the Figure 57 (c). Following 

what was explained before, in the results seen in Figure 66 the first sensitive coil of the probe IOnic #2 

should had only start detecting the defect at approximately X≈42.5 and the other sensitive coil should 

had ended detecting at X≈57.5, however it is increased from X≈41 to X≈59 (18 mm instead of 15 mm). 

Since the probe IOnic #2 doesn’t have an excitation coil support, the sensitive coils are glued directly 

on the sides of the excitation coil decreasing the distance between the excitation and the sensitive coils. 

The reduction in this distance probably allows the magnetic field created by the excitation coil to spread 

beyond the sensitive coils with a high enough value to any change in it be sensed by the sensitive coils 

even earlier than the tip of the sensitive coil is over the defect. 

The optimum test parameters for the probe IOnic #2 on this test were a frequency of 50 kHz, a gain of 

90 dB and the probe drive on mid. 
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Figure 66 – Results of the experimental validation the probe IOnic #2 

3.5 Summary 

To perform an online layer by layer ECT of WAAM parts there was the need to redesign the IOnic Probes 

while maintaining their working principle. The adaptation of the IOnic Probes to the weld bead curvature 

requires the design and production of custom probes which demand specially modelled supports for the 

coils. The AM of these supports hugely accelerates the production of the prototype probes. Every 

decision backing up the production of both the coils and supports is explained in either the subchapter 

3.1 or 3.2.  

Prior to the production of any EC probe, it is important to simulate the magnetic and electric fields 

involved in the probe’s operation. Following that assertion, a better understanding about the customized 

IOnic Probes working principle can be obtained and a comparison with the electromagnetic phenomena 

of the planar IOnic probes is made. The numerical simulation using FEA was done using the software: 

ANSYS® Electronics – ANSYS® Maxwell 3D. 

In the end, five different customized IOnic Probes, listed in the Table 4, were produced to improve the 

probe characteristics and, therefore, enhance the detection of defects with those probes. 

The results from the main tests to the capabilities of these dedicated probes will only presented in the 

next chapters of this work (chapter 4 and 5), however, the experimental setup used for all the ECT along 

with a first standard experimental analysis of the probes is done on subchapter 3.4, proving that the all 

the customized EC probes are working as intended. 
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4. Evaluation of the in-depth defect detection capability of both 

commercial and customized eddy current probes 

ECT is used in the industry to evaluate the surface of finished products. So, in order to accomplish the 

objective of detecting internal flaws while the inspected part is still being manufactured, an immense 

uplift had to be executed in the EC probes used. 

The first limitation to be addressed was the skin effect characteristic of ECT. As explained before, the 

standard depth of penetration on any EC probe is inversely proportional to the variables 𝑓 (frequency of 

the input signal) and the material properties 𝜇 (magnetic permeability) and 𝜎 (electrical conductivity). 

Therefore, for a particular material type, making the assumption of constant 𝜇 and 𝜎, only the 𝑓 used in 

the test should cause variations in the standard depth of penetration of the EC induced in the material 

by the probes’ excitation coil.  

Between the materials aimed to be used in the production of WAAM parts within the LASIMM project, it 

was decided to start the evaluation of the EC probes’ capability to detect internal flaws in aluminium 

alloys. The other option would be steel, which is a ferromagnetic material, hence further modifications 

to the customized IOnic probes presented on the previous chapter would probably have to be made to 

ensure the assumption of constant 𝜇 while performing any tests in steel parts using those probes. 

After setting the aluminium as the initial material to be evaluated, the limitation inherent to the surface 

roughness of the WAAM parts had also to be overcome in order to simplify the detection of internal 

defects. Hence, the first tests were made on aluminium bars with a smooth surface finish comparable 

to a post-machined aluminium WAAM part. As stated in the subchapter 3.4, the results obtained using 

AA 6082-T6 bars show that all the customized probes are able to detect that particular surface defect, 

but a further investigation had to be made to enquire their detection capabilities of deep internal defects. 

The choose of the AA 6082-T6 was intentional, since it’s a commonly used alloy and has a higher 

electrical conductivity compared to the welding wire used to produce the WAAM samples. The 

assumption made, based only on the equation of the standard depth of penetration, is that if a particular 

internal defect at a certain depth is detected on an aluminium alloy with a high electrical conductivity, 

then, the same defect will be also detected in an aluminium alloy with a lower electrical conductivity as 

long as all the other variables of the inspection are kept constant, such as the surface roughness of the 

part and the EC probe used.  

Measurements were performed to quantify the electrical conductivity values of the AA 6082-T6 and the 

WAAM samples, which were produced before this work with a welding wire ER 5356 (properties similar 

to AA 5083 [37]). The tests were made using the same signal generator marked with 1 in Figure 62 - 

Olympus Nortec® 500C. When a commercial probe for conductivity measurements is connected to the 

equipment, it recognizes the probe and enters in the respective inspection mode. The probes are then 

calibrated using standards and only afterwards the conductivity test can be made in a smooth surface 

of the desired part. Therefore, an area of the WAAM wall had to be machined to perform the conductivity 
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measurement, as shown in Figure 67 (a), but for the AA 6082-T6 bar the surface was already smooth. 

A total of three different probes were used in the conductivity measurements and an average of the 

results was made to achieve the value of the electrical conductivity to take in account on the next tests. 

In the end, the result for AA 6082-T6 bars was 49 % IACS and for the WAAM walls was 26 % IACS, 

both values were similar to the ones given by the manufactured. 

 

Figure 67 – Conductivity measurement tests in: (a) machined surface of the WAAM wall and (b) AA 6082-T6 bar 

Based on the Equation (3), using these values of electrical conductivity and the relative magnetic 

permeability 𝜇𝑟 = 1, the graph in Figure 68 was made. The frequency in kHz needed to achieve a depth 

of penetration of 2 mm is marked on the graph because this is the average thickness of a WAAM layer 

and, therefore, that is expected to be the critical depth needed to reach in a layer by layer inspection on 

top of the weld beads in order to detect all the possible flaws in the material. However, the graph of 

Figure 68 can only be used as a reference for the frequency values required to reach a certain depth of 

penetration since the simple case where the magnetic field penetrates in the material as plane waves 

rarely happens. For the WAAM samples a reference value of 4 kHz is obtained and for the 6082-T6 

approximately 2kHz, the latter is lower, as expected, because of the higher electrical conductivity of the 

material. 

 

Figure 68 – Depth of penetration graphs of the EC for the AA 6082-T6 bars and WAAM samples 
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4.1 Defects’ detection in AA 6082-T6 test samples 

The AA 6082-T6 samples were used before the WAAM walls in order to eliminate any limitations that 

might arrive due to the surface roughness. The experimental setup used is the same from Figure 62 and 

described in the subchapter 3.4. In all the scans made, the defect is located halfway of the tests’ total 

course and the centre of the probe used is at an initial point (X=0) on top of the material surface. 

First it was tested the detection of a surface defect and then the detection of a circular hole with a 

diameter of 3 mm, the top of it was located just 1 mm below the surface of the bar and it went throughout 

the whole width of the bar (6 mm), seen in Figure 69 (a). After that only the distance from the surface 

was changed on 1 mm increments till the hole was 5 mm below the surface, shown in Figure 69 (b).  

 

Figure 69 – Location, dimension and shape of the defects inspected on the aluminium bars 

For this analysis seven probes were tested and compared: a commercial right angle surface probe with 

a bridge absolute configuration and an optimum frequency range from 100 – 500 kHz; the conventional 

absolute probe of Figure 63; and the five customized IOnic Probes listed in Table 4. It will also be 

possible to prove if the theoretical curve of the depth of penetration shown in Figure 68 is accurate or 

not and for which probes. 

The first probe putted to test was the commercial one [90], seen in Figure 70, and the first sample 

inspected was the one with the defect closer to the surface, 1 mm below. On this first test, it was 

analysed the influence of the probe drive (value of the excitation current) in the inspection of internal 

defects. In order to perform this comparison, all the variables, such as the frequency and gain of the 

signal, were kept constant at an optimum level while the probe drive was changed between low, mid 

and high. The optimum values for the inspection were found to be a frequency of 5kHz, which is relatable 

with the value shown in the graph 68 (for 5khz the standard depth of penetration in the AA 6082-T6 

should be slightly over 1 mm), and a gain of 90 dB. Depending on the probe used, the material inspected, 

the shape and size of the flaw detected and the tests variables, such as the frequency and phase of the 

signal used (on all the inspections performed the phase was kept at 0º and later changed with a 

LabVIEW™ software when needed to improve the signal), the impedance change of the probe can occur 

with a higher value on either the real or imaginary parts. In this case the flaw was detected clearer in 

the Re(Z), shown in Figure 71. 
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Comparing the results in Figure 71, obtain with the probe drive on low, mid and high, it is possible to 

comprehend that the SNR is increased as the excitation current used gets higher. In this case, a 

difference between the noise and the amplitude of the defect signal is perceptible even when the probe 

drive is on low but as the defects get deeper and/or become smaller that’s not the case [80, 98 – 99], 

hence the next tests were all performed with the probe drive on high, without any damage caused to the 

coils winding due to the Joule heating effect. 

 

Figure 70 – Commercial Olympus right angle EC probe 100 – 500 kHz (side view) 

 

Figure 71 – Comparison of the results obtained with the probe drive on low (red), mid (blue) and high (black) 

using a commercial EC probe and inspecting an AA 6082-T6 bar with a 3 mm hole, whose top is located 1 mm 

below the surface, and with the centre at the position X=50 

When the distance of the top of hole was incremented from 1 mm to 2 mm below the surface, the 

commercial probe wasn’t able to detect it anymore, even with the probe drive on high and with a 

frequency of 2 kHz, as suggested by the Figure 68. This might have occurred because the frequency 

was too off the optimum frequency range of this probe in particular (100 – 500 kHz) or simply because 
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it doesn’t have the capabilities necessary to detect a flaw 2 mm below the surface. Anyway, as seen in 

Figure 72 the results obtained with the inspection were nothing but noise. 

 

Figure 72 – Results obtained with the commercial probe when inspecting an AA 6082-T6 bar with the top of the 

hole 2 mm below the surface 

While the commercial probe was only able to detect the hole when the top of it was 1 mm below the 

surface, some of the customized IOnic probes, IOnic #3, #4 and #5, were able to detect the same defect 

in the same material as deep as 5 mm. It wasn’t tested any deeper with any probe since the goal of 2 

mm was already widely surpassed. The results shown in Figure 73 were obtained with the probe IOnic 

#4 with a frequency of 2 kHz, a gain of 90 dB and the probe drive on high. For this probe and this defect, 

the best results were obtained in the Re(Z). In the Figure 73 is also distinguishable the effect of using a 

filter (red line) over the raw data obtained (black line) during the inspection. A lot of the noise is reduced 

leading to a clearer SNR and smoother signal. However, the filtering delays the signal in time when 

compared to the results without it, therefore it also is delayed with respect to the position. In order to re-

-adjust the positioning of the signal and be able to acknowledge the location of the defect, the results 

obtained at the end of the inspection are lost, roughly the last 4 mm in this case. 
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Figure 73 - Results obtained with the probe IOnic #4 when inspecting an AA 6082-T6 bar with the top of the hole 

5 mm below the surface. A comparison is made between the raw results (black line) and filtered ones (red line) 

4.1.1. Comparison with a numerical simulation model 

The scans made on the previous subchapter (4.1) could be replicated using the same numerical 

simulation software and model explained in the subchapter 3.2. The only required addition to the model 

was a parametric sweep of the X position of the AA 6082-T6 bar. Like in the experimental evaluation, 

where the XYZ table is used as movement system, the EC probe position is fixed and it’s the inspected 

material that dislocates below the probe. 

The FEA software has follow the solving procedure schematized in Figure 74 to calculate the impedance 

changes that occur in the EC probe during the inspection. The first step is to adjust an initial mesh to 

the simulation model, followed by resolution of the fields, like those illustrated in Figures 53 to 56, linked 

to the electromagnetic phenomena of the ECT. An error is then calculated based on Gauss’ law for 

magnetism presented in Equation (9): 

∇ ∙ �⃗⃗� = 0       (9) 

Gauss’ law for magnetism: The total magnetic flux through a closed surface is zero. 

If a nulled solution is not obtained, it means there is an error implicated in the results obtained and that 

is calculated through Equation (10): 

∇ ∙ �⃗⃗� = 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟       (10) 
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The error can be then compared with the total energy calculated to produce the percent error energy 

number given from Equation (11): 

error energy [%] =
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
∙ 100 %     (11) 

If the error energy [%] calculated is not within the criteria defined to stop the iteration, usually 1 %, then 

the meshed will keep getting more refined, normally 30 % per pass, till the required criteria is reached. 

The total number of passes, or number of elements (tetrahedra), and the error energy [%] can provide 

a measure of the solution convergence.  

 

Figure 74 – Schematic of the solving procedure in ANSYS® Maxwell 3D [96] 

An end criterion of 0.5 % was defined in order to end the mesh refinement and calculate the output: 

impedance changes of the customized IOnic Probe. As seen in Table 5, two passes are enough to reach 

the settled criteria. However, five passes were made in total for a static evaluation when the probe is 

over the defect, which will be the position where a higher error could be involved in the calculations. A 

mesh refinement convergence analysis can be made with the information about the errors achieved on 

each pass and the number of tetrahedron included in each mesh iteration, shown in the graph of Figure 

75 and based on Table 5. 

Table 5 – Values of the number of tetrahedra and energy error [%] after each pass 

 

The energy error [%] converges very close to 0 % after the 5 passes, but it requires a huge amount of 

computing resources and time to reach that level of accuracy with the refinement of the mesh. Therefore, 
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a trade-off was achieved by stopping the refinement when an error below 0.5 % is reached (2 passes) 

and the parametric sweep of the X position was made with only those 2 passes, which means an error 

of only 0.0346 %. 

 

Figure 75 – Convergence analysis of the refinement of the mesh based on Table 5 

In this work, a comparison was made between the results obtained in the experimental evaluation and 

the numerical simulation with the probe IOnic #3 when inspecting the AA 6082-T6 bar with the top of 

the hole 4 mm below the surface. In the experimental analysis each acquisition was done within 0.25 

mm of the previous one, however, in the numerical simulation, that would require an even longer 

simulation time. Therefore, the parametric sweep of the X position in the numerical simulation had a 

resolution of 1 mm at the beginning from the X=0 to 15 mm and at the end from X=45 to 60 mm. Near 

the defect position the resolution was increased and matched the one used in the experimental 

evaluation: 0,25 mm. This was done to have more precise results on the critical surroundings of the 

defect. With all the simplifications, the solution of this simulation alone still took 2 weeks to be achieved. 

The comparison of the results of the experimental evaluation with the numerical simulation is only 

possible after a re-adjustment of the scale of the results from the simulation. This is required because 

the impedance scale in the graphs related to the experimental analysis is a normalized impedance, 

where a null impedance value represents the conductivity of the unflawed material and any impedance 

change is in relation with this value, while in the numerical simulation the results are based on absolute 

values in either a linear or logarithmic scale. After the normalization of all the results they can be 

compared and presented as shown in Figure 76 (c).  
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In Figure 76 (a) it is possible to see the positioning of the probe and the defect within the material, while 

in Figure 76 (b) the same configuration is shown from simulation stand point, illustrating the behaviour 

of the EC by demonstrating how the electric current density 𝐽 flows through the material (a logarithmic 

scale is used). At the position X=0, the probe is still too far from the defect location, therefore the EC in 

the material aren’t perturbated and no defect is detected. From the results shown in Figure 76 (c), it is 

possible to understand that the difference from the raw data collected on the experimental analysis 

(black line) and the numerical simulation (blue line) is small. The spatial resolution of the probe in both 

cases is similar, roughly between the positions X=19 and X=41 (delimited by dashed light blue lines), 

and the peaks values are identical. When a filter is added to the experimental results (red line), the 

peaks values get even closer, however the spatial resolution of the probe is deturpated (delimited by 

the dashed red lines) due to the delay caused by the filtering and that also causes the loss of some of 

the data from the end of the inspection. In the three cases, the main goal is achieved and the defect is 

correctly located at the position X=30. The frequency used on both the experimental evaluation and 

numerical simulation is 2 kHz. 

 

Figure 76 – Comparison between the results obtained on the experimental analysis and numerical simulation 
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With the numerical simulation is also possible to illustrate why the impedance change in the probe starts 

to occur around the position X=19. At that moment the EC flow in the material starts to be more disturbed 

by the hole. As seen in Figure 77, the electrical current value is significant near the defect (orange in 

the scale) and, when the EC flow is compared to the one of Figure 76 (b), a clear perturbation is 

perceptible. 

 

Figure 77 – Detail of the perturbation in the electric current density 𝑱 when the probe approaches the defect 

4.2 Defects’ detection in WAAM test samples 

Using the same procedure, in Figure 78 are presented three walls and the respective defects drilled on 

each one. Each defect has different characteristics: WAAM 1 has a hole with a diameter of 1 mm which 

is 2 mm below the surface; WAAM 2 has a hole with a diameter of 1,5 mm which is 1 mm below the 

surface; WAAM 3 has a hole with a diameter of 3 mm which is 4 mm below the surface. 

 

Figure 78 – Differences between the defects on WAAM test samples 

It is possible to comprehend the effects of the surface roughness and the electrical conductivity by 

comparing the results obtained in the aluminium 6082-T6 bars with the ones from the inspection of these 

WAAM samples. For that to be possible, the results are compared between samples with holes located 

at the same depth and with the same diameter. On top of that, the bars and these walls also have 

identical widths and the probes used are the same. 
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Figure 79 has the objective of comparing the results from the inspection of the wall WAAM 3 and an 

identical aluminium bar presented in Figure 76 (a). The probe used to obtain these results was the IOnic 

#3 and the optimum parameters used in the test were a frequency of 2 kHz, gain of 90 dB and the probe 

drive on high.  

Figure 80 compares the results from the scan of the wall WAAM 1 and an identical aluminium bar. In 

this case the results were obtained with the probe IOnic #5 and the optimum parameters used in the 

test were a frequency of 2 kHz, gain of 90 dB and the probe drive on high too. 

In both figures is possible to understand that the peak amplitudes on the WAAM samples (red line) are 

higher. That happens due to the lower electrical conductivity of the WAAM walls compared to the AA 

6082-T6 bars (black line). When the conductivity is lower the EC are able to penetrate deeper into the 

material and reach internal defects easier. However, the defects are also clearly detected in the 

aluminium bars.  

All these results were obtained using filters, therefore the noise is hugely reduced. For the results at the 

aluminium bars the use of filters wasn’t critical, which is possible to comprehend by the almost complete 

absence of noise in the results marked with the black line in both figures. But in the WAAM walls their 

surface roughness is troublesome. Although it seems that the surface roughness is more prejudicial in 

the detection of small defects than deep ones. While in Figure 79 we can only notice an asymmetry in 

the two peaks of the red line and almost no noise perturbation, in Figure 80, on the other hand, the SNR 

is extremely reduced by the noise source. This difference in the results shows that as the defects get 

smaller, the difference in sizes between the surface roughness and the defects gets diminished, hence, 

harder is to filter the noise created by it.  

 

Figure 79 - Comparison between the results obtained on the inspection of WAAM 3 and a AA 6082-T6 bar 
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Figure 80 - Comparison between the results obtained on the inspection of WAAM 1 and a AA 6082-T6 bar 

4.3 Summary and comparison of the results 

All the results obtained during this experimental work can be summarized in the Tables 6 and 7. These 

tables take in account all the seven probes used: a commercial right angle surface probe of Figure 70, 

with a bridge absolute configuration and an optimum frequency range from 100 – 500 kHz; the 

conventional absolute probe of Figure 63; and the five customized IOnic Probes listed in Table 4. The 

Table 6 is related with the subchapter 4.1, compares the results obtained in the AA 6082-T6 bars with 

a smooth surface and a high electrical conductivity. While Table 7 compares the results obtained in the 

WAAM walls, which have a lower electrical conductivity but have an inconvenient surface roughness 

(subchapter 4.2). 

Starting by Table 6, the conventional absolute probe is the one with the worst results proving that probe 

configuration and shape are not adequate for the detection of internal deep flaws in the material. The 

commercial probe done better by being able to detect the flaw 1 mm below the surface without the use 

of any filters, but it didn’t pass beyond that mark. On the other hand, the application in the inspection of 

the customized IOnic Probes totally revolutionized the obtained results. 

For the aluminium bars it is possible to understand that the results got clearer with the increasing of the 

coils inductance, first by increasing the copper wire diameter, from probe IOnic #2 to #1, and after by 

increasing the number of turns in the coils. The major upgrade was achieved when the number of coils 

in the excitation coil was increased from 20 to 50, while the modification from 50 to 100 didn’t provide 

any clear enhanced in the results. The number of the coils in the sensitive coils didn’t have much effect 

on the inspection of these smooth samples. In end, probes IOnic #3, #4 and #5 were the only ones 

capable of detecting all the defects in the high conductive AA 6082-T6 bars. 
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Relatively to the results obtained by inspecting the WAAM walls, Table 7 very explicitly shows that both 

the conventional and the commercial probes weren’t able to detect any of the defects located in the 

WAAM samples. This implies that the results obtained with these probes are too influenced by the lift-   

-off fluctuations caused by the noisome surface roughness of the walls. Now comparing the customized 

IOnic probes, IOnic #2 was the one with best results for the sample WAAM 2 but wasn’t able to detect 

the other flaws. The small size of the probe IOnic #2 gave it a higher sensitive for near surface defects 

but it doesn’t have the inductance level to be able to detect deep defects. The only probe that was able 

to detect all the defects was IOnic #5 due to its increased inductance on the sensitive coils. 

Table 6 – Comparison of the probes’ capabilities in the inspection of AA 6082-T6 bars with machined surfaces 

 

Table 7 - Comparison of the probes’ capabilities in the inspection of WAAM test walls with rough surfaces 
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5. Experimental analysis of the lift-off influence in the customized 

eddy current probes in-depth defect detection capability 

One of the biggest advantages of ECT, compared to the other NDT methods, is the possibility of 

performing the inspections without any direct physical contact with the test sample. On this chapter, a 

better explanation will be given concerning how this advantage can favour the online inspection of 

WAAM parts. However, the separation of the probe with the test piece also brings new limitations to a 

successful detection of all the flaws. 

There are high temperatures involved in the deposition and production of WAAM parts, therefore, those 

temperatures might be prejudicial to an online layer by layer ECT of the parts. Although not tested within 

this work, if the probe is in constant contact with the parts during their manufacturing, then its 

temperature will rise significantly, which will cause undesired impedance changes in the probe that 

perturbate the detection of flaws. The easiest way to attenuate this effect is to perform a non-contact 

inspection between the probe and the tested material. 

On the other hand, by setting the probe away from the surface of the material and according to the Biot-

-Savart law (Equation 12), which describes the magnetic field created by an electric current, the 

magnetic induction 𝐵 [T] on a point 𝑃 decreases with the square distance 𝑟2 [m2] from the current 

element 𝐼 ∙ 𝑑𝑙, in this case the excitation coil, to 𝑃. If the magnetic field decreases in a point 𝑃 inside the 

material, then the EC in the material will also decrease and the detection of a flaw will be more difficult. 

d�⃗⃗�𝑃 =
𝜇∙𝐼

4∙𝜋∙𝑟2
(𝑑𝑙 × 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑃𝑟)      (12) 

Where 𝜇 [H/m] is the magnetic permeability of the material where the point P is located, 𝐼 [A] the current 

intensity in the excitation and 𝑑𝑙 is the wire element of the excitation coil. 

Knowing in advance the advantages and limitations that this alteration in the distance or lift-off between 

the probe and the inspected material might create, there was the need to quantify experimentally how 

the variation of the planar lift-off of the probe would influence the results obtained in the inspection of 

deep defects. The same experimental setup of Figure 62 was used in this analysis. However, there was 

the need to design and produce a 3D printed part to add in the XYZ table and that modifies and 

maintains, with improved precision, the Z position of the probe during the inspection. The previous 

mechanism, marked in Figure 81 (a) was too imprecise for this evaluation because it uses a screw M12, 

which has pitch of 1,75 mm, and really small variations of lift-off were required. Therefore, for the first 1 

mm, numerous layers of tape were added between the surface of the material and probe, marked with 

a green rectangle in Figure 81(b). Where each layer had a thickness of 0,04 mm and added that 

increment to the lift-off. The tape material doesn’t affect the inspection because it is neither magnetic or 

conductive. After the first 1 mm, the M3 screw integrated in the new mechanism, marked in light blue in 

Figure 81 (b), added increments of 0.5 mm to the lift-off correspondent to the screw’s pitch. Wherever 

an even more precise evaluation is needed the screw just need to be substituted by one with an even 

finer pitch. 
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Figure 81 – Mechanisms to control the Z position of the probe during inspection 

5.1 Results due to the lift-off variation 

The results from the experimental analysis of the lift-off influence on the detection of deep defects are 

shown in Figure 82. For this evaluation it was used the probe IOnic # 4 and the inspected sample was 

an AA 6082-T6 bar with a hole with 3 mm of diameter, whose top is 2 mm below the surface and its 

centre is located in the middle of inspection course (X=50). The inspection parameters were kept 

constant while the lift-off was modified and they were: a frequency of 5 kHz, a gain of 90 dB and the 

probe drive on high. The same filter was used in all the results. 

 

Figure 82 – Results of the lift-off influence in the customized EC probes’ in-depth defect detection capability 

5.2 Summary 

From the results shown in Figure 82 is possible to understand that the customized IOnic Probes were 

able to locate deep defects even when the probes were 5 mm away from the surface of the material but 

the SNR gradually reduces. This proves that the non-contact inspection with EC probes is possible and 

that, if needed to protect the EC probe for high temperatures, a layer of an insulator material, such as 

Teflon, might be applied between the probe and the material surface. If that isn’t enough to keep a low 

temperature of the probe, it can be cooled down by a water or air refrigeration system.  
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

With the research done, it was established that ECT could be a viable method to be applied in the 

inspection of WAAM parts. However, commercially ECT is only established at the inspection of surface 

and sub surface defects.  

The singular behaviour of the EC flow in the material caused by the IOnic Probes, which proven to be 

decisive to solve inspection problems in past works [75], was also the key in this work. Based on the 

working principle of the IOnic Probes, innovative probes were developed taking in account the curvature 

of the weld beads to improve the proximity between the coils and the WAAM layers. With this approach, 

the sensitivity of the probes was increased while the same configuration of the IOnic Probes was kept. 

Therefore, it was possible to independently improve the excitation and the sensitive coils and also 

reduce the noise caused by the edge effect and by undesired lift-off fluctuations. These claims were 

proven both experimentally and with a numerical simulation. 

The customized IOnic defect detection capabilities were tested and compared with a commercial probe. 

While the commercial probe was only able to locate a defect 1 mm deep in a smooth surface aluminium 

bar, some of the probes developed were able to locate the same defect up until 5 mm below the surface. 

In the inspection of WAAM samples the difference between the commercial and the customized probes 

was even more noticeable. Commercial probes weren’t able to detect any of the defects fabricated in 

the WAAM walls while with the adapted IOnic Probes that was possible. In all the tests made it was 

evident the noise caused by the surface roughness of the WAAM samples, which was reduced using 

filters.  

In the end, the probe IOnic #5 has proven to be the most reliable by being able to locate defects 2 mm 

below the surface with a diameter as small as 1 mm, both in the aluminium bars and the WAAM walls. 

This result is related to the fact that this probe has the hinger inductance in both the excitation and 

sensitive coils which leads to this higher feasibility in the results. All the enhancement in the results 

required a huge development of the probes used.  However, there is still room for improvement and 

even smaller defects might be in the detection range. 

As a last experimental analysis, it was tested the capability of these customized IOnic Probes to perform 

a non-contact inspection of the aluminium bars and still locate the defects. This is an important 

evaluation since some distance between the probe and the inspected sample can help the reduction of 

the heating of the probe while doing an online inspection of the weld beads soon after their deposition. 

Heat is prejudicial for the probe because it causes changes on the coils impedance and, therefore, it 

leads to noise in the captured results.  
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If needed, this gap can also be used to implement an insulating barrier, for example using Teflon, 

between the probe and the test sample. As a last resource, the probe can also be cooled off with a water 

or air refrigeration system. It is expected that, after applying all these proceedings, only the increase of 

the distance to the defect might cause limitations in its location and, therefore, that is the main thing that 

will differentiate an offline inspection of the samples to an online one. However, in aluminium bar with a 

defect 2 mm below the surface and a diameter of 3 mm, one of the customized IOnic Probes was still 

able to locate it with a lift-off of 5 mm. 

 

6.2 Future Work 

 

There are still many possibilities available to improve the performance of the customized IOnic Probes 

developed within this thesis. The most significant ones will be listed below: 

• Continue the analysis of the influence of the coils inductance in the detection of smaller and 

deeper defects. The target are defects smaller than 1 mm up till 2 mm below the surface in WAAM 

samples. 

• So far it was only tested the detection of holes that were drilled throughout the whole width of 

the test samples. It is important to inspect localized defects that don’t reach the sides of the walls.  

• The possibility of rotating the customized IOnic Probes. 

• The customized IOnic Probes’ scalability must be tested.  

• A way to ensure a faster and more viable method of production of the customized IOnic Probes 

should be found. The main difficulties of producing a handmade probe will always be the limited number 

of turns possible to achieve and also the reproducibility of each probe and of the sensitive coils within 

the same probe.  

 

Now regarding further steps towards an online inspection parallelly to the deposition of the WAAM 

layers: 

• The same analysis of the lift-off influence on the defect detection capabilities should be 

performed in WAAM samples and with smaller defects. 

• The cooling rates of the WAAM layers should be studied and a suitable temperate for the NDT 

inspection should be pointed out. It also should be decided at what temperature the probes must be 

maintained. Knowing those temperatures, it should be decided if the inspection could be done with the 

probes in contact with the top surface of weld beads or not. These facts would have impact in the 

insulator material chosen to protect the probes, on the thickness of that barrier and on the cooling system 

required for the probes. 

• The development of an eventual heat protection and cooling system to the EC probes would 

have to be accomplished and tested during the online production of the WAAM parts. 
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Other decisions and improvements to the online ECT of WAAM parts might include: 

• The development of a movement system for the EC probes capable to be applied at the scale 

of large WAAM parts. 

• Allow the probe to have more freedom around the Y axis for an even better adaptation of the 

sensitive coils to the surface roughness of the WAAM parts in order to avoid the effect of angular lift-off. 

• Perform ECT of the customized IOnic Probes at higher inspection speeds. 

• Test particular geometrical shapes that might be troublesome, such as corner intersections. 

• Test the first layer manufactured on a wall. The base material might have a different electrical 

conductivity from the deposited one, hence it might not be easy to clear detect a defect using ECT 

between the bottom of the first layer deposited and the base material. 

• Test the inspection of steel WAAM samples using the same customized IOnic probes and 

improving it accordingly, if necessary. 

 

Last but not least, a technique called Pulsed Eddy Current Testing (PECT) might add a huge betterment 

of the defect detection in WAAM samples. Instead of using a sinusoidal wave form, like the one created 

by the conventional EC signal generator used in this work, this technique uses a pulsed equipment 

capable of generating square, triangular or saw tooth waveform. Then, PECT provides a lot more 

information and a higher performance of defect classification in a single inspection by using a broad 

spectrum of frequencies, characteristic of these waveforms, instead of a single frequency [76]. It is 

usually implemented in hybrid probes, like the customized IOnic probes developed in this thesis, and 

has proven to be efficient in the increase of the excitation current without cause excessive coil heating 

[80]. It was also reported to be able to detect cracks at a depth up to 10 mm [100] and reach a state of 

lift-off invariance (LOI) [81]. A wider review of PECT is made here [101].  
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